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Abstract
High-Capacity Directional Graph Networks
Miguel Dominguez
Academic Adviser: Dr. Raymond Ptucha
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have proven themselves to be a useful tool in many com-
puter vision problems. One of the most popular forms of the DNN is the Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN). The CNN effectively learns features on images by learning a
weighted sum of local neighborhoods of pixels, creating filtered versions of the image.
Point cloud analysis seems like it would benefit from this useful model. However, point
clouds are much less structured than images. Many analogues to CNNs for point clouds
have been proposed in the literature, but they are often much more constrained networks
than the typical CNN. This is a matter of necessity: common point cloud benchmark
datasets are fairly small and thus require strong regularization to mitigate overfitting. In
this dissertation we propose two point cloud network models based on graph structures
that achieve the high-capacity modeling capability of CNNs. In addition to showing their
effectiveness on point cloud classification and segmentation in typical benchmark scenar-
ios, we also propose two novel point cloud problems: ATLAS Detector segmentation and
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) surrogate modeling. We show that our networks are
much more effective than others on these new problems because they benefit from deeper
networks and extra capacity that other researchers have not pursued. These novel networks
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“In so far as machinery dispenses with muscular power, it becomes a means of employing
labourers of slight muscular strength...” [117]. In Capital Volume I, Karl Marx analyzed
the technological change during the Industrial Revolution. He observed that machinery
appropriates the muscular strength and dexterity of the traditional laborer. This led to
wholesale replacement of strong, skilled laborers with physically weaker, less skilled, and
more inexpensive labor. This new laborer is now valued for their ability to monitor (their
vision) and maintain the machines (their reason). Technological revolution has now become
a tradition, and the modern engineer turns his attention to inventing machines to appropriate
even the vision and reason of the modern knowledge worker.
Deep Learning for the last eight years has become a critical technology to solving
pattern analysis problems in object recognition [97, 161, 75, 83, 169], object detection
[65, 64, 144, 74], image segmentation [111, 28, 145], image captioning [93, 180, 189, 178],
speech recognition [8, 119, 34], and language modeling [177, 137, 138, 40]. Its popular-
ity has come from the fact that it reduces the need for careful feature engineering if one
has large labeled datasets and plentiful computational power. Features are now learned
automatically, often using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). In CNNs, images are
filtered with cascades of linear filters alternated with nonlinear functions to produce repre-
sentations optimized for the given tasks. Large datasets to feed these data-hungry networks
have become common in imaging, as researchers can leverage social media and internet
search to download millions of images and videos of specific subjects with ease. The
labeling of the data, while still expensive, can be made easier with tools like Amazon Me-
chanical Turk and inexpensive graduate students. The cost can also be reduced through
algorithmic means, with active learning [44, 193], data augmentation [97, 158], and self-
supervised learning [48, 199, 63, 45, 126] becoming popular strategies.
More recently, 3D vision has begun to see the introduction of large, deep learning-
worthy datasets. Like the image datasets, some 3D datasets have been formed from the
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harvesting and labeling of online databases of 3D digital art assets [203, 193]. Others have
been formed by the labeling of city streets and rooms that have been densely sampled with
LiDAR sensors [9, 35, 154, 39].
There are two major technical challenges in applying deep learning to 3D vision. The
first is that the datasets themselves are still somewhat small. The largest benchmark datasets
have tens of thousands of samples, rather than millions. Many have much fewer. This
means that many of the state-of-the-art neural network methods are shallow networks with
strong regularization built in.
The second is that designing a neural network for 3D data is not a straightforward task.
There are many 3D modalities, with different trade offs. Point clouds in particular are a
challenging data structure. They are simply an unordered list of points. Points that are
near one another in the list are not necessarily near one another in space. The points them-
selves are also not necessarily aligned to any grid, which precludes the use of a traditional
convolution. There are many proposed point cloud convolutions, but they are more con-
strained than traditional convolutions. This constraint is often necessary due to the small
datasets that are used to evaluate the networks. However, this means that they do not offer
the modeling capacity and sophistication of traditional CNNs.
We attempt to address both of these technical challenges in this dissertation. We seek
point cloud problems outside of the benchmarks that can sustain deeper, more complex
networks. We then develop novel neural network operations and architectures of increased
capacity that can effectively fit the datasets for these problems. Specifically, we address the
shortcoming in many graph networks where the spatial degrees of freedom in the learnable
weights are significantly smaller than the number of neighbors aggregated in the convo-
lution. We pose a pair of “directional” graph networks that we prove to have equivalent
spatial degrees of freedom to traditional CNNs. We are inspired by Andrew Ng’s “jet fuel”
analogy [61]: more data feeds more complex networks, and more complex networks feed
demand for more data. We pose several point cloud challenges below, two of which are
designed specifically to require the extra filtering capacity of our novel networks.
1.1 Problems
We apply point cloud networks to three sets of problems. The first are standard point cloud
computer vision problems: classification and segmentation of 3D visual data. The second
is Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), and the third is High Energy Physics (HEP)
3
analysis. All of these problems are geometrical in nature and can benefit from strong point
cloud and graph neural networks.
1.1.1 Computer Vision
We evaluate our networks on two computer vision tasks: point cloud classification and
segmentation (that is, pointwise classification). These problems are the same as classifica-
tion and segmentation on images, just with a different data modality. The neural network
operations we propose in this dissertation can be judged in a straightforward way in these
problems: does this operation lead to a better fit of the data and/or better generalization?
Detection requires additional machinery such as non-maximum suppression [55] and re-
gion proposal mechanisms that may confound the contribution of our novel operations.
Classification
Classification assesses a signal and assigns a categorical label. An example classification
is in Figure 1.1a.
The problem used to be challenging for several reasons. For one, the data is high di-
mensional. A 200 × 200 RGB image contains 120, 000 8-bit values. Many of these data
points contain irrelevant information. For example, in Figure 1.1a above the books, book-
shelves, and windows do not necessarily contribute useful information toward identifying
the image’s subject as a child. However, separating out these pieces of information is a
difficult process. In addition, the class itself contains a high amount of variability. Children
can be different ages, sexes, races, and body types. A given child can be photographed
from different angles or with different amounts of occlusion. A classifier must take into
account all of this variability. CNNs have proven to be an effective tool for addressing
many of these difficulties. In addition, the wealth of relevant image data freely available
online, combined with the relative ease of labeling this data enables deep neural networks
to be adequately fed.
Point cloud problems (Figure 1.1b) are of a slightly different nature than these image
classification problems. Point cloud classification datasets contain data that is lower di-
mensional (thousands of points vs tens of thousands of pixels). This data often has less
irrelevant information, as it is often sampled from libraries of individual 3D art assets. The
challenge then lies in the structure. Point clouds are not aligned to a grid, are sparse, and
4
(a) Image Classification.
(b) Point Cloud Classification. Point cloud from [39].
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sometimes not uniformly sampled. The regular structure that is exploited in classical dig-
ital signal processing for CNNs no longer usefully applies to point clouds. The challenge
then is in designing neural network operations, such as convolution and pooling analogues,
that usefully process point cloud data. In addition, due the smaller size of the datasets, one
cannot simply depend on a large volume of data to replace the need for careful engineering.
Segmentation
Image segmentation (Figure 1.2a) is the task of making per-pixel classification. From the
perspective of designing a neural network, this is a straightforward extension of classifica-
tion. To make a pixelwise classification, one simply scales the number of outputs to equal
the size of the image times the number of classes. Fully connected layers can be replaced
with 1× 1 convolutions. The challenge is that the memory and computational cost is much
higher to make so many predictions, especially at a level of precision required to reproduce
the ground truth. In addition, the cost of collecting data is much higher as one needs to
precisely label each pixel in an image rather than provide a single-category assessment of
the whole.
Point cloud segmentation (Figure 1.2b) has similar problems with high computational
cost and an even bigger challenge of having small datasets. The cost is not just due to the
dimensionality of the signal, but due to the higher memory and computational complex-
ity of some point cloud convolutional methods. However like image networks the same
technologies for classification can be extended to pointwise classification.
Applying our networks to computer vision problems is a necessity in order to provide
a fair comparison with other state-of-the-art networks. Our graph convolution filters have
more capacity than competing networks, which means some tuning is required to prevent
(a) Image Segmentation. Figure
from [111] ©IEEE 2015
(b) Point Cloud Segmentation. Figure from [134]
©IEEE 2017
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us from overfitting the data. We show that we can balance the increased complexity with
a tunable amount of regularization to get even stronger results than the strictly constrained
filters of other works. In addition, we propose two different point cloud problems that can
take advantage of much deeper networks.
1.1.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a field that focuses on modeling the physics of
fluids, such as air or water. Traditionally these models are created by discretizing a system
to be solved and iteratively approximating the solutions to the partial differential equations
that govern the fluids. Depending on the size of the problem, this can take hours or days.
Some recent works have attempted to apply deep learning to these problems [70, 79,
16, 170, 122]. The idea is to create a “surrogate” model. If a neural network can train on a
dataset of already solved CFD problems, then it could predict on an unseen sample with a
single forward pass. The impact would be that product development could be accelerated,
as oftentimes the bottleneck for a mechanical design is the number of simulations an engi-
neer is able to run before a deadline. If an engineer could get an approximate simulation
output in a second, the bottleneck would then be the engineer’s ability to come up with
novel designs.
This is a challenging problem for neural networks as it requires pointwise regression
on high dimensional point clouds. Fitting a precise regression requires more capacity than
fitting a classification. This is because in classification, there is, at some point, no benefit
to fitting a one-hot vector more precisely. In regression any imprecision will result in
measurable error. This gives us an opportunity to train much deeper networks.
1.1.3 High Energy Physics
The ATLAS detector is a sensor array used in the Large Hadron Collider project [32].
It consists of over one hundred million sensors that cannot be arranged in a neat lattice
structure. When an experiment is run in the Large Hadron Collider, particles collide at high
speeds in the detector, producing an explosion of particles that are measured by the sensors.
The goal of an algorithm that analyzes this sensor data is to reconstruct the physical process
of the collision from the measurements.
Neural networks could be a useful tool to analyze this data. However, given the irreg-
ular structure of the sensor array, the generated data does not lend itself to a traditional
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convolutional neural network. It could be interpreted as a point cloud though, with each
sensor existing in a fixed point in 3D space and producing a scalar pixel value.
We use point cloud networks to analyze these large, sparse point clouds in a segmen-
tation task. We classify each point as belonging to a different physics object or the back-
ground. By doing this we can help accelerate the processing pipeline for ATLAS data. This
could ultimately lead to finding new physics discoveries more efficiently through more se-
lective capturing and quicker analysis of physics data.
This problem also allows us to train deeper networks despite being a segmentation
problem because realistic labeled datasets can be made arbitrarily large with simulators.
The domain also contains a large amount of variance because any particle can fly out from
the center at any angle.
We have alluded to the “constrained” nature of point cloud and graph networks thus
far. In the next section we will go into detail about the literature of these networks. While




Point Cloud and Graph Networks
In this chapter we aim to describe the field of point cloud and graph neural networks. First
we will begin with a brief history of neural networks from their beginnings to the beginning
of the era of “Deep Learning”. This sets the stage for point cloud and graph networks, as
many developments in neural networks for these data modalities take inspiration from the
developments on convolutional neural networks for images especially. Indeed we believe
our directional graph networks, described in the next chapter, to be a fulfillment of this
attempt to map concepts between these two parallel branches of research.
2.1 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are supervised learning systems that superficially at-
tempt to copy the behavior of neurons in the brain. In general, neurons are abstract nodes
connected to other nodes by a weighted edge. The neurons themselves each contain scalar
values that are the weighted sum of the inputs, oftentimes with a nonlinear “activation”
function applied. There are many neural network models, including Hopfield Networks,
Boltzmann Machines [5], Restricted Boltzmann Machines [80], Multilayer Perceptrons
[148], Recurrent Neural Networks [52, 87], Convolutional Neural Networks [101], Long
Short-Term Memory [81], and Transformers [177]. We will only go into detail about Mul-
tilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) as these models
are critical to classification problems in modern computer vision. We will also review some
of the ideas of deep learning. Deep Learning was not a fundamental reinvention of neural
networks but a series of improvements that addressed their historical limitations.
2.1.1 Multilayer Perceptrons
Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) are one of the most popular forms of neural network ar-
chitecture. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, MLPs consist of layers of neurons that connect to
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Figure 2.1: An example Multilayer Perceptron with one hidden layer with three neurons.
neurons one layer forward. Every neuron in one layer is connected to every other neuron in
the subsequent layer with a weighted edge whose weight is learned. These are sometimes
called “fully-connected” networks for this reason. The first layer of neurons is the input
data to the model, and the last layer is the output. Every other layer is called a hidden layer.
In classification problems, the output layer is used to compute a probability distribution
over the potential classes (one neuron per class). Each neuron after the input layer (also




wij`aj` + bj`) (2.1)
The current neuron in layer `+ 1 and row i is ai(`+1). It sums the value of each neuron
aj` according to the appropriate weights wij and bias b` and then applies an “activation”
function σ. The weights and bias are usually randomly initialized. The activation func-
tion can be any nonlinear scalar function y = σ(x). Popular choices include the sigmoid
function, the tanh function, and the rectified linear unit function y = max(0, x) [123] (or
ReLU). Equation (2.1) can compactly be represented in matrix form by (2.2).
a(`+1) = σ(W
T
` a` + b`) (2.2)
The activation function is applied elementwise to its inputs.
After feeding input forward through the entire network, the output vector ŷ can be
used to calculate the estimated probability distribution among classes (for example if one
were classifying an image as a cat, dog, or fish, we would want the estimated probability
of the image being each class). To take the outputs of the final layer and turn them into
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a probability distribution function over C classes, we take the softmax operation of the





, i = 1, 2, . . . C (2.3)
The maximum value of this distribution is taken as the prediction. The error between
this estimate and the true distribution is described with negative log probability, as in (2.4).
The loss is only computed for the ground truth class i. This error expresses the confidence
that the network has in its prediction being the ground truth class. At high error (as the
prediction at i approaches zero), the network believes a different class is the ground truth.
As error becomes low (the prediction at i approaches 1), the network is more and more
confident in the correct ground truth class.
L = − log(softmax(fi)) (2.4)
Error at the output is propagated backwards through the network, one layer at a time, so
that error can be attributed to each weight δL
δwij`
and updated with stochastic gradient descent
as in (2.5). This equation is applied iteratively with each training sample, attempting to
move the weight in a direction that would ultimately lower the loss function for that training
sample. The learning rate α defines the size of the update. A sufficiently low learning rate
should eventually yield weights that reach a local minima of the overall loss function.
Alternative update schemes such as momentum [168], Adam [90], and RMSprop [174]
attempt to use past update statistics to increase the speed of learning and overcome poor
local minima. The equation can be performed with multiple training samples at a time
(called minibatch gradient descent) by taking the average of the derivatives of the loss
rather than a single derivative.




The downside of MLPs is that the number of learnable weights multiply quickly (O(n2`)),
where n is the number of neurons in each hidden layer). This makes learning weights di-
rectly from say, raw pixel values of an image untenable because the number of neurons
at the input layer would be massive for even small images (a color 32 × 32 × 3 image
such as those in the CIFAR-10 dataset [96] would lead to 3072 features at the input). As a
result much work went into developing compact feature representations of images such as
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Histogram of Gradients (HOG) [36], Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) [17], and Scale-
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [113]; along with dimensionality reduction techniques
such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [60], Fischer Vectors [130], Linear Discrimi-
nant Analysis (LDA) [58], and Locality-Preserving Projections (LPP) [76]. These methods
were developed by careful observation and understanding of the data. However, this meant
that the actual adjustment for error only occurred at the classifier level. Any error inher-
ent in the feature extraction would only be fixed by manual adjustment and experiment.
Convolutional Neural Networks presented an alternative.
2.1.2 Convolutional Neural Networks
CNNs were first invented in the 1990s by Lecun et al. [101] and later popularized by
Krizhevsky et al. [97] in 2012. In these models, weights are modeled as finite impulse
response (FIR) filters that slide over one layer of neurons, producing another layer of neu-
rons that is a filtered version of the input. Oftentimes for computer vision applications
the neurons are multichannel images rather than an abstract vector of neurons. The FIR
filter kernels are small relative to the input image, and the loss is computed such that each
filter tap must minimize the loss over the course of filtering the entire image. Figure 2.2
illustrates the seminal AlexNet network, which achieved a substantial improvement in Im-
ageNet 1000-class image classification over classical manual feature extraction techniques.
The number of weights that are learned in a given convolutional layer are O(KwKhF1F2),
where Kw and Kh are the spatial dimensions of the kernel, F1 is the depth, and F2 is the
number of filters learned per layer. Each filter produces its own feature map, so each output
is a stack of F2 images of a given size. In the next layer, each filter convolves over not only
height and width but the depth of the stack of feature maps, meaning each individual filter
is O(KwKhF1) learnable parameters. Like the MLPs, after each layer there is an activation
function. The convolution is modeled as in (2.6). The stride s encodes how many pixels
Figure 2.2: Alexnet convolutional neural network. ©IEEE 2015 [182]
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are skipped between each weighted sum.
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The indices for the input and output are different because the output image shrinks slightly
due to the fact that border pixels cannot be convolved with missing data. This is often
addressed by padding the border of the input image with zeros such that the output size is
the same, though the actual image information will take up a smaller portion of the output
feature maps by the end of a cascade of filters.
The size and stride of each filter define the “receptive field” in that layer. If the first
two layers of a CNN have filter kernels of dimension 3 × 3 × f1 with a stride s = 1, the
two layers have an equivalent receptive field of 5× 5. This is because each filtered feature
map contains weighted sums of neighborhoods of pixels, and a cascade of filters produces
weighted sums of “neighborhoods of neighborhoods”. Additionally a network can greatly
increase receptive field through an operation called pooling. Similar to convolution, this is
a mapping of neighborhoods of pixels to an output pixel, but instead of a weighted sum it
can be an average or a max operation as in (2.7). This reduces memory in later layers and
greatly expands the receptive field, giving a bigger-picture view of the image to later layers
of the network. For example, a stride s = 2 would double the receptive field at the expense
of fine detail.
xout(i2, j2, f1) = max(xin(i1 − sb
kw
2




kw ∈ 0, 1, . . . Kw kh ∈ 0, 1, . . . Kh
(2.7)
At the end of a CNN there is either a small MLP (called a fully-connected layer) that
performs the classification, or convolutions that reduce to the correct output size (a fully
convolutional network [111]). Sometimes the hidden layers of the MLP are extracted as
features that have been used successfully in other classifiers such as support-vector ma-
chines [33]. One can think of the convolutional layers as the feature extractor and the MLP
as the classifier, but both tasks are learned jointly by passing raw image data through a
single network.
Visualizations of the feature maps learned by CNNs show that earlier layers tend to
learn simple patterns such as edge detectors, but later layers learn progressively more com-
plex shapes: From curves to pieces of objects to entire objects. A sequence of linear filters
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followed by nonlinear activation can learn impressive hierarchical patterns. Some examples
are shown in [196].
These same concepts defined for image data can be applied to lower dimensional data
(raw audio, waveforms, or frequency spectra) or higher-dimensional data (voxels or videos).
The only difference is that the number of dimensions present in each equation are scaled
up or down accordingly.
2.1.3 Deep Learning
The general definitions of MLPs and CNNs have existed for decades, but there had pre-
viously been several practical difficulties that kept them from achieving the results they
achieve today.
1. Proper random initialization was not well understood, which could lead to suboptimal
results. One specific example is the vanishing/exploding gradient problem: backprop-
agated errors could either be reduced to zero too quickly, or become unboundedly
large.
2. Datasets were too small to be able to successfully generalize a large number of
weights.
3. Training neural networks was computationally too expensive to support deep net-
works.
Recent discoveries resolved each of these problems:
1. Random initialization and Vanishing/Exploding Gradients: Xavier initialization
[66] provided a reasonable technique for random initialization. Batch normalization
[84] reduced the need for careful initialization by automatically normalizing the dis-
tribution of each layer’s output to zero-mean, unit variance. Transfer learning became
popular as a means to use a pretrained network as a reasonable starting point for a
new training task.
2. Dataset sizes: Recent years have seen the development of much larger datasets for
computer vision such as ImageNet [149], MS-COCO [106], Youtube 8M [4], and
PASCAL VOC [54]. In addition, data augmentation through simple transforms such
as random crops and flips has been shown to increase neural network performance
despite each augmented sample being highly correlated with the original [97].
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3. Expensive computation: Low-cost Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and software
libraries optimized to use them [3, 129] have made very deep networks trainable with
inexpensive, off-the-shelf hardware.
The deep learning revolution is less a fundamental reinvention of neural networks and
more a systematic effort to address neural networks’ weaknesses. This allows deeper, larger
networks to learn more complex, more nonlinear patterns than other machine learning al-
gorithms are capable of learning. Indeed, many works that improve upon the convolutional
neural network do not change the fundamental operations. The convolutions are FIR filters,
the pooling is some strided function on a window of pixels, and the classification is done by
MLPs. Many works that develop these networks leave these core operations untouched and
instead adjust... everything else: network structure [75, 83, 169], the optimization function
[168, 90, 49], the normalization and regularization techniques [84, 187, 151, 188, 165], the
nonlinearities [115, 67, 31], and the learning rate schedules [112].
All of this work is dependent on exploitation of linear algebra and classical digital signal
processing. The assumption is that all data is an n-dimensional array, for which filtering
and downsampling are clearly understood and simple to perform. Thus, when we approach
the problem of 3D understanding, a comfortable starting point may be to fit the problem
into this paradigm.
2.1.4 3D Deep Learning on Lattices
One way to apply traditional convolutions to 3D data is to convert the 3D shapes into voxels
[203, 118, 125] and perform 3D convolutions to learn the data. The downside of this ap-
proach is that voxels have anO(N3) storage cost, which means that a naive implementation
would be limited to relatively coarse voxel representations. There exist CNN implementa-
tions that leverage octrees to overcome this limitation [183, 184], but ultimately any voxel
implementation has to choose some level of quantization of the data.
An alternative approach is to create image projections and train on them with a tradi-
tional CNN. A naive projection immediately creates a problem of occlusion that does not
exist in the 3D data. To solve this, many such networks use projections from multiple
angles to mitigate this weakness [167, 135, 73, 56, 77, 197, 86, 114]. One of the major
advantages to this approach is that one can leverage pretraining with large image datasets
such as ImageNet [149].
A final lattice-based approach is to take a point cloud and interpolate the points onto a
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lattice [166, 116].
While we can fit the problem into a traditional CNN framework, we have to choose
between a large memory cost, more complex code, or redundant image representations. An
alternative approach is to use a 3D point cloud representation.
2.2 Point Cloud Networks
Point clouds are an unordered set of 3D vertices with no inherent structure. They can
represent a sampled version of a continuous 3D mesh. Given a mesh the sampling can be
as dense or as sparse as desired. There is no quantization noise or overhead for empty data
as there is in voxels. However, traditional convolutions do not work out-of-the-box on point
clouds. As point clouds are an unordered list, points that are near one another in a list are
not necessarily near one another in space. Also, it is possible that the density of points may
vary across the point cloud. The goal of defining a point cloud neural network would be to
define operations that are robust to these difficulties.
One of the first major point cloud neural networks was PointNet [134]. Qi et al. pro-
posed learning features on points with multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) that independently
processed each point in a point cloud. This is the equivalent of learning only 1 × 1 con-
volutions on an image and is permutation invariant. In our notation, this is equivalent to
(2.8).
V ′ = σ(V W ) (2.8)
The advantages of this approach is that the convolution is efficient in both computa-
tion (it is a single matrix multiplication per sample) and weights (O(F1F2) compared to
O(K1K2F1F2) for an image convolution). It also is permutation invariant. If we have a
permutation matrix P , then (PV )W = P (V W ). The downside is that this convolu-
tion has the receptive field of a single vertex, and it does not increase with a cascade of
convolutions.
PointNet’s solution is to max pool along the vertex dimension. If the last tensor of
vertex features before the fully-connected classifier is N × F , then the max-pooled feature
vector is 1× F . This “global feature vector” is passed into an MLP classifier. The authors
quickly followed this with PointNet++ [136], which generated coarsened point clouds for
pooling using farthest point sampling. SO-Net [102] replaced the farthest point sampling
with self-organizing maps to generate pooled representations.
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The downside to this kind of neural network is that there is no convolution operation
that aggregates multiple points, as a CNN does. Another approach is to impose a graph
structure on the point cloud, such as a k-nearest neighbor or radius graph. The graph defines
the neighborhoods. The challenge of designing graph-based neural network operations
is deciding how to distribute weights among neighbors. Unlike images, the number of
neighbors per point can vary (if not using a kNN graph), and the spatial distribution of
each neighbor is not necessarily uniform.
Graph signal processing and neural networks were initially investigated separately from
point clouds and 3D information, as operations on abstract graphs. We will initially discuss
graph operations in general, and then discuss how they can be modified to incorporate 3D
assumptions.
Figure 2.3: Two examples of graph datasets. Left: Homogeneous dataset where each sample con-
tains a different signal on the same graph structure. Right: Heterogeneous dataset where each
sample contains different graph structures and different signals. ©IEEE 2017. [132]
2.3 Graph Signal Processing
We define a graph as the tuple G = (V ,A). The vertex matrix V ∈ RN×F encodes N
vertices with F features each. The adjacency matrix A ∈ RN×N encodes the connections
between vertices. Each value in A can be defined as in (2.9).
aij =
wij if there is an edge between i and j0 otherwise (2.9)
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The scalar wij is some edge feature that indicates the strength of the connection between
vertex i and vertex j. Some example graphs are in Figure 2.3.
Graphs are often represented in an alternative form: The Graph Laplacian, defined in
(2.10). The term D is a diagonal matrix representing the row-wise sum of A. Sometimes
the Laplacian is normalized as in (2.11).
L = D −A (2.10)
L = I −D−1/2AD−1/2 (2.11)
Images can be modeled as a graph with an 8-adjacency structure, where edges are drawn
between each vertex (i.e. a given pixel) and eight of its immediate neighbors. For a 6×6 im-
age, the adjacency matrix can be plotted as an image in 2.4. In this case, graph convolution
can be modeled similarly to image convolution with a fixed kernel over the fixed number of
neighbors. Padding can be achieved by adding dummy vertices. Similar graph structures
could be drawn up for higher- or lower-dimensional digital signals (e.g. 2-adjacency for
a 1D graph or 26-adjacency for 3D graphs). Each signal would have the same number of
vertices as traditional CNNs typically resize images to all be the same size.
Figure 2.4: 8-adjacency matrix (right) for modeling images as graphs. Zeros are dark blue, nonzeros
are brightly colored. Entries with the same “direction” of edge are the same color.
Most graph data does not have such a simple, exploitable structure. Some potential
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graphs are illustrated in Figure 2.3. In these graphs, different vertices have different num-
bers of neighbors, which makes having a fixed-dimension filter kernel difficult. In addition,
some datasets with multiple graphs are heterogeneous, having different graph structures for
each sample. Classical CNNs depend on these assumptions, so how can convolution and
pooling operations be defined to address these challenges?
2.4 Graph Convolution
2.4.1 Spectral Convolutions
One definition of graph convolution that sidesteps some of these issues is that of spectral
convolutions. Spectral convolutions convert vertex features into a “graph frequency” do-
main by multiplying by the eigenbasis of the Laplacian. Part of the reason the Laplacian
is chosen, rather than the adjacency matrix, is that the Laplacian is positive semidefinite,
which means that its eigenvalues are always greater than zero. This is a convenient property
because then the eigenvalues can be interpreted as the amplitude of each graph frequency.
This spectral filter can be represented by (2.12). U ∈ RN×N is the eigenbasis of the graph
Laplacian L, and is unitary. The filter h has N frequency parameters.
V out = Udiag(h)UTV in (2.12)
This is an analog to classical convolution in the spectral domain: The eigenbasis U
is like the Discrete Fourier Transform Matrix, transforming a signal into a vector of val-
ues corresponding to the relative presence of basis functions in that signal. Elementwise
multiplication in the spectral domain is equivalent to convolution in the spatial domain, so
this is a valid approach to learning convolutional filters on graphs. A number of filter taps
equal to the dimensionality of h can be learned per filter. Alternatively a smaller number
of weights can be learned that parameterize a function that produces the required number
of values as in SyncSpecCNN [194]. Several early Graph-CNNs were built on spectral
graph convolutions [24, 78, 50]. An illustration of graph frequencies in a random graph is
in Figure 2.5.
One of the attractive properties of spatial convolutions in typical CNN applications is
that they aggregate values within a fixed distance. Spectral convolutions do not have this
property, since a given graph “frequency” can be present throughout the signal. In addition,
spectral filters designed (or learned) for a given graph do not generalize to another. This
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Figure 2.5: Graph Frequencies in a random sensor network. u0 represents the DC component, u1
represents the Fiedler vector (second smallest eigenvalue) and u50 is a high-frequency eigenvector.
©IEEE 2013. [159].
is because each solved eigenbasis U is unique to a given graph. To regain these attractive
properties, researchers have turned to spatial convolutions.
2.4.2 Spatial Convolutions
Defferrard, et al. [38] proposed a polynomial filter based on a spectral formulation. Rather
than learning taps for every single frequency bin, Defferrard’s insight is that because Lk
represents vertex connections separated by no more than k hops [72], he can create a k-th
order polynomial spectral filter that is localized in space. To achieve a polynomial filter
in a spectral context they model a filter in general as a function gθ(L) as in (2.13). A
Laplacian is essentially decomposed into its forward and reverse spectral transform as well
as its eigenvalues Λ.
gθ(L) = gθ(UΛU
T ) = Ugθ(Λ)U
T (2.13)
The matrix Λ is a diagonal matrix representing the eigenvalues of the U matrix. All
spectral graph filtering is essentially a scaling of these eigenvalues, which Defferrard uses
to separate out the forward and backward spectral transforms. He learns a polynomial of Λ
as in (2.14). The filter is still technically a spectral filter, but the mechanics underlying the
k-hop locality are spatial in nature. In the following equations, Xk is the kth matrix power
of X .





Kipf and Welling [91] simplify this model by dropping the spectral calculations and
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A few years earlier, Sandryhaila, et al. [152] proposed the polynomial of the adjacency
matrix as a graph filter as in (2.16). Their argument for this design is that the filter is shift-
invariant, in a sense. If a graph shift is defined as AV , then AHV = HAV (because the






In each of the above definitions, the filter is applied to a vertex vector V by a simple
matrix multiplication Vout = HV . In (2.15) and (2.16), the filter has a spatial interpre-
tation. Equation (2.17) illustrates this with a single row of A and a single vertex vector
V . The nonzero values of Ai represent the neighborhood of vertex i. The H matrix is a
weighted sum of these often-sparse Ak terms. Each row in the H matrix represents the
set of the up-to-k-hop neighbors for the vertex represented by that row. In the pathologi-
















The downside of these polynomial filter approaches is that they are isotropic: that is,
they only filter on distance, not direction (though direction is a somewhat ambiguous con-
cept for general graphs). An illustration of this limitation is in Figure 2.6. The same filter
tap is used for all of the one-hop neighbors, which would be like defining a 3× 3 FIR filter
with only two unique taps. Some efforts outside of the polynomial paradigm specifically
try to model anisotropic filters. Simonovsky and Komodakis [160] generated filter taps
dynamically conditioned on edge features using a multilayer perceptron. Monti et al. [120]
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generalized previous work on geometric convolutions on manifolds that maps vertices in a
local neighborhood into a coordinate space, applies a kernel function to the coordinates in
that space, and convolves over the resulting patch. Niepert et al. [124] creates a canonical
ordering of the graph vertices and a fixed-size receptive field through extensive analysis
of each graph sample. Our work, begun with [131], defines an anisotropic polynomial
convolution that we will discuss in the next chapter.
Figure 2.6: Comparison of 3× 3 image filters to isotropic graph filters.
2.5 Combining Graphs with 3D Information
When considering how to improve point cloud convolution beyond PointNet, it quickly
becomes clear that we would rather combine neighborhoods of points rather than merely
learn functions on individual points. A graph structure provides a definition of the neigh-
borhoods. Two common graph structures exploited in 3D point cloud networks are K
Nearest Neighbor graphs and radius graphs. Both are based on the same concept: For each
vertex, connect the closest neighbors, either a fixed K or every neighbor within a radius.
Once we have a graph structure, we look to see how we can convolve the signal on it.
One intuition is that we could simply apply the graph neural network methods de-
scribed above directly to point cloud problems. Indeed, there are works that do exactly that
[172, 200]. PointAtrousGraph [127] extends the concept of atrous filters [28] to graphs by
generating KNN graphs with large K and only aggregating a selection of the neighbors
generated.
Dynamic Graph CNN [186] is an exemplar of this approach and it inspires one of our
directional graph networks. Many graph networks not applied to point clouds attempt to
be robust to different graph structures. This may mean storing a dense adjacency matrix or
using exploiting sparsity when a homogeneous graph can be guaranteed. DGCNN instead
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assumes that the graph is a K-Nearest Neighbor graph, which enables their graph convo-
lution to be implemented with traditional convolutions. The neighborhoods are arranged
like image tensors: N × K × F . They can be convolved with a typical 2D convolution
implementation with a 1 × 1 kernel, then reduced along the K dimension with a max or
mean operation to produce a filtered point cloud. Separate weights can be learned for self
connections and other connections by concatenating the given vertex’s features with each
of its neighbors. Additionally, the graphs are dynamic in that the K-Nearest Neighbor
graph is computed on learned features at different points in the network rather than just on
the input features. By just making a K Nearest Neighbor assumption, this makes a graph
network easy and efficient to implement while still achieving strong results on point cloud
networks.
If we know our data is 3D point cloud data, we can incorporate more geometric assump-
tions into the design of the network. Edge-conditioned Convolutions [160], for example,
computed geometric features from edges in the graph to feed into multilayer perceptrons
that generated convolutional weights dynamically. SyncSpecCNN [194] is a spectral net-
work that learns a mapping of spectral representations to a common basis using 3D voxel
information. Dominguez et al. [47, 46] applied [132] to point cloud classification by quan-
tizing the angles of the edges of each neighbor and learning separate weight matrices for
each bin. PointCNN [104] learned a separate weight matrix for each neighbor, but also
learned a “soft” permutation function to address the fact that this would lead to different
outputs depending on how points are sorted. SpiderCNN [190] learned weight matrices for
each term of a polynomial based on the X , Y , and Z coordinates of each point. KPConv
[173] spatially correlates neighborhoods of a point cloud with a shifting point kernel, rather
than summing points in a neighborhood directly. Geo-CNN [98] performs multiple convo-
lutions on a given neighborhood rotated multiple times, then reduces to a weighted average
of these augmented representations. A-CNN [95] projects neighborhoods of points onto
a 2D ring, then learns a circular convolution around the ring. ShellNet learns a separate
weight matrix for sets of neighbors in different concentric “shells” [201].
While there are many different formulations of point cloud convolution, most do not
contain any modeling of direction: Many graph models share weights across neighbors irre-
spective of direction: [186, 127, 95, 109, 201, 172, 200, 108, 143, 104]. A few come close.
FeaStNet [179] learns multiple weight matrices per convolution, and softly assigns them
to each neighbor with an attention mechanism. It is possible that this soft attention may
implicitly learn some understanding of direction. KPConv [173]’s point kernel correlations
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are basically directional filters, but again there is a soft assignment of each weight matrix
to multiple points. Geo-CNN’s weight matrices [98] model direction in some sense, in that
a separate weight matrix is assigned to a dictionary of basis vectors, each in a different
direction. However, again every neighbor has every weight matrix assigned because every
edge vector is projected onto every basis vector. There are two downsides to these semi-
directional approaches. First, there is an increase in computational complexity. Instead of
there being O(K) matrix multiplications of K neighbors with K associated weights, there
are O(K2) multiplications as it is not clear which weight matrix goes with which neighbor.
The second is that there is some smearing of the learned weights. A convolutional network





if it is useful for the problem, because the patterns learned have to be robust to many differ-
ent directions (even with the advantage of soft weighting). We propose in this dissertation
of pair of graph neural networks which make hard directional assignments to address both
of these shortcomings.
2.6 Pooling
While much research and invention in this field is focused on the development of convo-
lution operations, another important implementation detail is the definition of the pooling
operation. When processing arrays or images the pooling process is straightforwad: simply
slide a window over neighborhoods of pixels with a certain stride, aggregate according to
some function, and the stride will naturally lead to a smaller output array.
The problem is not as straightforward for graphs or point clouds. What does “stride”
mean when sliding over every vertex in a graph? In general, the approach to pooling is to
cluster the vertices. There are several useful approaches to graph clustering in the literature.
The task of clustering in general is to assign each vertex to a set of “clusters” where each
member of the cluster is similar in some way. For example, in k-means clustering, the
algorithm attempts to solve for k vertices such that the intracluster variances are minimized.
If we have N vertices in a graph or point cloud, and we solve for N2 vertices such that
N2  N , then we could say that these N2 vertices are a pooled representation. If we
are dealing with point clouds alone, this may be sufficient. For example, every vertex in
category k can be aggregated with a max or mean function to create the output vertex. If
we are dealing with a graph structure, we have two additional tasks. First, we may take
into account graph information when making our class assignments. The second is that we
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have to decide upon a graph structure after the vertices are pooled.
We will discuss several graph clustering methods. While this is not an exhaustive search




Lloyd Clustering-based pooling [18, 19] is a k-means clustering algorithm modified for
graphs. Distances are computed using shortest-path edge cost via the Bellman-Ford al-
gorithm [20, 59, 121] rather than Euclidean distance between every point. We use this
approach in our early networks.
Spectral Clustering
Spectral clustering is a popular class of graph clustering methods. It is based on calculating
eigenvectors of the Graph Laplacian. In a special case of spectral clustering where the goal
is to find k = 2 clusters, the computed eigenvectors solve a continuous relaxation of the
normalized graph cut problem, defined as minimizing Ncut in (2.18).
Ncut =
cut(C1, C2)
assoc(C1, C1 ∪ C2)
+
cut(C1, C2)
assoc(C2, C1 ∪ C2)
(2.18)
In this problem, C1 and C2 are a proposed partitioning of the graph into two subgraphs,
cut(x, y) represents the sum of the weight of the edges “cut” to separate subgraphs x and
y, and assoc(x, y) represents the sum of the weights of the edges between vertices of
subgraphs x and y. In this case, assoc(C1, C1 ∪ C2) sums the weights between subgraph
C1 and the total graph C1 ∪C2 (the union of the two partitions, the complete graph). Shi et






In this formulation, y is a binary vector that can take the values of either −1 or a value
b calculated from the D matrix. The vector y indicates membership of a vertex in one
subgraph or the other. However, if the problem is relaxed so that y can take on continuous
values, (2.19) is a generalized eigenvalue problem. The eigenvector corresponding to the
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smallest eigenvalue of λ0 = 0 is a trivial solution of a vector of ones, but the second-
smallest eigenvector (known as the Fiedler vector due to its analysis by Fiedler in [57])
is the minimum nontrivial solution. By binarizing the Fiedler vector (for example, by
thresholding at the median value), one can partition the vertices into one subgraph/cluster or
the other in an approximately optimal way. This normalized cut solution can be computed
recursively on each subgraph to obtain k > 2 clusters [157].
While spectral clustering in this formulation is rarely used in graph neural networks
([181]), an alternative solution to this normalized cut problem below is used in many graph
networks.
Weighted Kernel k-Means Clustering
Weighted Kernel k-Means Clustering is an extension of k-Means clustering that has appli-
cations to graphs [43, 41, 42]. It begins with the formulation of k-means as a computation
of minimum squared distance between each point and its mean as in (2.20).
c = arg min
mc
||x−mc||2 (2.20)
Where c is the cluster label for point x. This can be broken out as in (2.21).
(x−mc)T (x−mc)
xTx− 2mTc x + mTc mc
(2.21)
The means mi are simply the average of all the points currently assigned to cluster i.
This means that many of the terms in the distance computation can be posed as the inner
product of two vertices.
Weighted kernel k-means clustering differs from vanilla k-means due to two features.
First, it takes the kernel function φ(xi)φ(xj) of two vertices wherever k-means would have
multiplied xixj . Second, each vertex xi is multiplied by a scalar weight. The insight of
[43, 41, 42] is that with the right weights and kernel function, the same normalized cut
objective that spectral clustering attempts to minimize can be minimized with k-means
clustering without calculating eigenvectors. The kernel function is a lookup table defined
as the matrix K in (2.22) where φ(xi)φ(xj) = kij and the vertex weights are the diagonals
of the degree matrix D where (wi = dii). In our case, σ is hardcoded to 1 though it may be
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adjusted to guarantee that K is positive definite.
K = σD−1 + D−1AD−1 (2.22)
This can yield different solutions than spectral approaches because weighted k-means is
not a solution to the continuous relaxation of the normalized cut problem but instead a
discrete, greedy solution to the original normalized cut.
Farthest Point Sampling
Farthest Point Sampling [51] is a point cloud clustering method popularized by PointNet++
[136]. FPS is an iterative algorithm that solves for a subset of points from the point cloud
such that each point is as far apart from the remainder of the subset as possible. These points
are then considered centroids of spherical clusters. Any point that falls within this sphere is
a member of this cluster (membership may not be exclusive when spheres overlap). Several
point cloud networks use this method [95, 108, 201, 127, 104, 136].
Voxel Grid Subsampling
Another method of reducing point clouds, given that they are 3D structures, is to stretch a
voxel grid over the point cloud. For each nonempty voxel, all the points in that voxel are
aggregated (e.g. with max or mean). There is no space penalty for empty voxels, though
some voxels may have more points to aggregate than others. The aggressiveness of the
reduction can be tuned by tuning the size of the voxels (larger voxels mean fewer output
points). This method is used by ECC [160] and KPConv [173].
Random Subsampling
The issue with many clustering methods are that they require expensive computation, either
within the network itself or as a preprocessing task. These clustering algorithms often try
to find an optimal solution to a cost function. For the purposes of pooling however, we
may not need an “optimal” solution in any sense, we just need a subset of points from
the original point cloud that reasonably represent the original shape. To that end one can
simply randomly choose a subset fairly quickly, at the expense of adding randomness.
Chosen points are passed forward in the network unchanged. This can also serve as a
regularization, as the exact same points for a given sample will not be passed forward
every time and thus the weights will need to be robust.
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2.6.2 Aggregation Methods on Graphs
As mentioned above, it is fairly trivial to aggregate points once clusters are assigned. How-
ever, if we were to aggregate a graph, how would we know which edges are connected to
which vertices? We know of two solutions.
Algebraic Multigrid
Algebraic Multigrid (AMG) [175] is a field that uses a hierarchy of increasingly coarse
graphs to solve differential equations. While we are not interested in solving differential
equations, we are interested in one of the tools of AMG: The Galerkin operator, proposed
by Safro et al. [150] to reduce a graph through matrix multiplication. In this method,
given a Laplacian L1 ∈ RN1×N1 , one can create a matrix P ∈ RN1×N2 that contains a
mapping from fine vertices in L1 to coarse vertices L2 ∈ RN2×N2 . Once P is defined
one can coarsen the graphs as in (2.23) and (2.24). Equation (2.23) reduces the graph
structure so that combinations of the original fine edges make up a set of coarse edges for
the reduced number of vertices. Equation (2.24) performs a weighted average pooling of
the vertices. The downside of this approach is that if both the Laplacian matrix and the
pooling matrix are sparse, this would involve either wasted memory or require a sparse-
sparse matrix multiplication. While such algorithms do exist [15], they are not necessarily






Since our work focuses on 3D point clouds, the graph structure is mainly used as an indi-
cation of which points are near which other points. Since that is the case, we can simply
recompute a K nearest neighbor graph on the GPU on-the-fly after a pooling operation.
Depending on the implementation, some works treat the graph edge values as binary (0
or 1) or as some function of distance. There would not be the same concern about loss




This chapter describes a large number of individual ideas for neural network operations
and components. There are enough proposed convolution and pooling methods to assemble
neural networks to process 3D data in multiple modalities: multiview images, voxels, raw
point clouds, and graphs. Point clouds and graphs have an advantage in storage complexity
and precision over voxels and images, but they require new neural network operations to
effectively process. There have been many proposed convolution methods for these types of
data, but they all have one of two shortcomings. The first is a very small number of spatial
degrees of freedom compared to traditional CNNs. Polynomials of the Laplacian [92] or
Adjacency [152] and related methods such as DGCNN [186] have this shortcoming in that
many neighbors share a single weight matrix. The second shortcoming is having a larger
number of spatial degrees of freedom, but requiring every weight matrix to be applied
to every neighbor. Examples include SpiderCNN [190], Geo-CNN [98], and KP-Conv
[173]. These networks are unable to make a hard decision about which weight matrices
are assigned to which neighbors, resulting in increased computational complexity. As a
concrete example, consider a neighborhood with 25 neighbors and 25 weight matrices. If
a hard decision were made about associations between neighbors and matrices, this would
have the computational cost of a 5 × 5 image convolution (25 matrix multiplications per
convolutional layer). With soft decisions, the computational cost balloons to that of a
25× 25 image convolution (625 matrix multiplications per convolutional layer, a factor of
25 increase). Spectral convolutions could be considered another soft-spacial-decision case,
though the computational costs are different. Spectral convolutions make a hard decision
about graph frequencies, but this translates to soft decisions about individual neighbors.
Extra computational cost in this case comes from the need to solve for a unique eigenbasis
for each sample.
Our contribution to this body of point cloud convolutions, described in the next chapter,
shall solve both of these shortcomings. We shall define a directional graph convolution that
not only achieves equal degrees of freedom to a traditional CNN, but also, like traditional
CNNs, makes hard decisions about the assignment of weight matrices to neighbors, thereby




All three of our proposed problems (computer vision, high energy physics, and computa-
tional fluid dynamics) require learning functions on point clouds. The shortcomings in the
current methods consist in either:
1. Reducing the number of spatial degrees of freedom in the convolution by assigning
many neighbors to a single weight matrix.
2. Having a large number of spatial degrees of freedom, but assigning every weight
matrix to every neighbor, thereby increasing the computational cost.
We propose an approach to solve both of these issues: A directional graph network.
Given a neighborhood of points in 3D space (which describes all of the data we evaluate
in our dissertation), we can partition edge connections into different directions based on
the angles of the edges. Different weight matrices are assigned to each neighbor based on
these partitions. By making a hard assignment, we reduce the computational complexity
over soft-assignment methods. By modeling direction, we can achieve an equal number of
spatial degrees of freedom as image CNNs.
In this chapter we propose two directional graph convolutions and two methods of par-
titioning direction that can be applied to each convolution. We show analyze the computa-
tional complexity of each and demonstrate that the complexity is lower than a comparable
soft assignment method. We show that a 3 × 3 image CNN filter can be represented with
these graph convolution methods, which proves that our graph convolution can have the
same number of spatial degrees of freedom as an image CNN. Finally, we propose a case
study where we subject our directional graph convolution to two evaluations. The first is
a supervised learning problem with scalable difficulty, where we show that the accuracy
of our directional graph network is higher on higher difficulties than baseline networks.
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The second is an analysis of a pair of pathological point clouds designed to confuse non-
directional networks. We show that in a toy feature extraction exercise, our convolution
can discriminate between the two point clouds, while the baselines mathematically cannot.
3.1 Graph Convolution
Our first method of graph convolution is inspired by polynomial models of graph convo-
lution, as posed by Sandryhaila, et al. [152]. This model can be represented by (3.1). Ak
represents the kth matrix exponent of the adjacency matrix A ∈ RN×N and W k ∈ RF1×F2




AkV W k (3.1)
This is a general-purpose graph convolution. Given an adjacency matrix A, one can
compute K polynomial terms that represent 0, 1, 2 . . . K − 1 “hops” away from each ver-
tex. Each polynomial term consists of an aggregation of vertices AkV and a weighting
of the vertex features that is shared among all vertices in the neighborhood (W k). This is
an isotropic filter because the filter matrices only roughly measure distance, not direction
(refer to Figure 2.6).
We would like to add a notion of direction to this graph convolution. We shall avoid for
now the question of what “direction” means for a general graph, as all of our applications
will focus on 2D and 3D data. We can begin by considering images. An image can be
posed as an 8-adjacency graph models where there exists a connection between a given
pixel and its 8 neighboring pixels. An example is in Figure 3.1. Direction in this context
is easy to define. Some edges represent a connection between a pixel and the pixel below
it, a connection between a pixel and the pixel to its left, and so on for all 8 directions. The
zero-hop and one-hop neighborhood combined for a given vertex represent the nine pixels
in a 3× 3 neighborhood.
Our desire would be to learn unique weights for each of these eight connections (plus
the self connection). To learn separate weights for each pixel in the neighborhood, we
could partition the adjacency A into multiple adjacency matrices A1,A2, . . .AL where
each adjacency only contains edges of a given direction (up, left, down, etc.) We could
then expand the above linear filter into the multilinear filter as in (3.2). An illustration
of the difference between models is in Figure 3.2. We call the combined set of slices the
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Figure 3.1: 8-adjacency graph. Each vertex is a pixel value in an image. Each line represents two
edges: one from vertex i to j and one from j to i.
adjacency tensorA ∈ RN×N×L.
Figure 3.2: Comparison of isotropic (left) and anisotropic filters (right) for image FIR kernels
(top) and graph neighborhoods (bottom). Note how that the isotropic image filter would be unable
to learn a simple horizontal or vertical edge filter. However, it can learn circular symmetric filters




A`V W ` (3.2)
For an image 8-adjacency graph, this should be relatively easy to partition, as each
directional edge is on a separate diagonal (as in Figure 2.4.) We shall also show in Section
3.4 that there are reasonable, easy-to-compute partitions for 3D visual data. To expand this
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definition to filters larger than 3×3, one could develop a KhKw-adjacency graph where all
of the pixels in a Kh ×Kw neighborhood are connected to the center pixel.
One immediate concern is whether this operation is permutation invariant. Is the output
of the convolution the same regardless of the ordering of the vertices? If we have a per-
mutation matrix P , we can permute each adjacency and vertex matrix as in (3.3). If we
simplify the expression, we see that the P TP disappears because P is orthogonal. This
means that the only remaining permutation matrix is entirely outside the filtering expres-
sion. To permute the A` and V before the filtering of a single partition is the same as to
permute the filtered output afterward.
(PA`P
T )(PV )W ` =
PA`(P
TP )V W ` =
PA`V W ` =
P (A`V W `)
(3.3)
Our convolution is simply a sum of all ` of these terms, which means the permutation
matrix can be brought outside the entire filter, as in (3.4). This means that P only affects
the order of the vertices in the matrix, not the values of the features in a given vertex. So
long as the final classification in a network using this convolution is permutation invariant,








(A`V W `) =
PV ′
(3.4)
The computational cost of this convolution depends on whether the adjacency matrix
As are sparse or dense. If dense, then the cost of a single convolution is O(BL(N2F1 +
NF1F2)) = O(BLF1(N
2 + NF2)) (assuming a naive O(N3) matrix multiplication). If
sparse, then O(BEF1 + BNLF1F2) where E is the average number of edges in each
adjacency. The memory cost of the adjacencies is O(LN2) if dense and O(5E) if sparse.
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The coefficient 5 represents the five values for a sparse entry: batch index (b), adjacency
partition index (`), row index, column index, and the actual value. In the common case of
a K nearest neighbor graph, the total number of edges among all the adjacencies is KN .
However the directions are partitioned, E = KN if using a sparse representation. This
means that the computational cost of this convolution when using a K nearest neighbor
graph is O(BKNF1 +BNLF1F2).
This method assigns each edge to a single directional bin. If we were to perform a soft
assignment, where each edge had a partial association with every weight matrix, this would
increase the cost of a sparse multiplication by a linear factor. That is, the cost would be
O(BELF1 + BNLF1F2), or O(BKNLF1 + BNLF1F2) in the case of a KNN graph.
Another way to think of it is that each vertex goes from having to aggregate K neighors to
KL neighbors. If K = L = 10, this increases the aggregations from 10 to 100, which is
somewhat large for typical image CNN.
Most realistic graphs are sparse, as it is uncommon for every vertex to be connected
to nearly every other vertex. The challenge when making use of sparse structures for neu-
ral networks is that there is very limited sparse matrix multiplication support in standard
neural network frameworks. Specifically, these frameworks support a 2D sparse-dense
multiplication. We propose an implementation that allows the above graph convolution to
be expressed in Tensorflow or Pytorch operations without requiring custom CUDA/C++
code.
3.2 Exploiting Sparse BLAS
V and W ` are dense and can be multiplied efficiently in batches by any neural network
library. A` is sparse, and while neural network libraries can often perform a single 2D
sparse-dense matrix multiplication, they cannot perform it in batches. A sparse graph con-
volution code could multiply each sparse term separately, one at a time. To process B
samples in a batch, this would necessitate BS separate calls to a Sparse Basic Linear Al-
gebra Subprograms (BLAS) library in the forward pass alone, as well as additional steps
to sum the results in both forward and backward passes. In a framework such as Tensor-
flow that constructs a computational graph of the neural network, this would unnecessarily
balloon the size of the graph to take into account each sample and each polynomial term
separately. We could instead pose this batch of sparse matrix polynomials as a single 2D
sparse-dense matrix multiplication.
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To create a 2D sparse matrix for convolution, we want to place each individual two-
dimensional adjacency matrix slice along the diagonal of a larger sparse matrix. These
slices are indexed by the sample in the batch b and the partition `. If there are B samples
in the batch, N vertices per matrix, and L polynomial terms in an adjacency, the outcome
should be a block-diagonal A2D ∈ RBNL×BNL. Suppose that the data structure for a batch
of these sparse adjacencies is a tuple of matrices A = (Aind ∈ RNI×4,Aval ∈ RNI×1)
where NI is the number of nonzero values in the entire batch. Aind is a list of indices that
correspond to the batch b, row ni, polynomial term `, and column nj of the given nonzero
values in Aval. We can convert the indices into a 2D list of indices Aind2D ∈ RNI×2 with
(3.5).
aind2D[i, 0] = NLaind[i, 0] + Laind[i, 1] + aind[i, 2]
aind2D[i, 1] = NLaind[i, 0] + Laind[i, 3] + aind[i, 2]
(3.5)
Now that we had have A2D, we need to convert the other terms of (3.2) to 2D matrices.
We can stack L weight matrices to create W2D ∈ RF1×LF2 . We also represent a batch
of vertex features as V2D ∈ RBN×F1 . With these representations, we can implement an
efficient evaluation of graph convolution with algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Flat Graph Convolution
input : 2D vertex tensor V2D, 2D sparse adjacency tensor A2D, and 2D weight tensor
W2D
output: Filtered Graph Vertices V ′
V3D ← V2DW2D // RBN×LF2
V3D ← Reshape(V3D,(BNL× F2));
V3D ←A2DV3D// RBNL×F2
V4D ← Reshape(V3D,(B ×N × L× F2));
V ′ ← ReduceSum(V4D, axis=L)// RB×N×F2
return V ′
Equation (3.5) and Algorithm 1 can be implemented in a neural network framework
such as Tensorflow [3], as long as it supports sparse-dense 2D multiplication. Line 3 in
the algorithm is where the sparse multiplication occurs. All other lines in the algorithm are
traditional dense operations.
How does this affect computational complexity? The cost of the sparse A2D matrix is
the same as the original 4D representations, as it has the same number of nonzero values.
The existence of a V3D increases the memory cost of the vertex outputs by a factor of
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(L + 1) because (L + 1) copies of the output vertex features must now be maintained: L
for each possible V W ` (to be multiplied by A2D) and one for the combined result. This is
an acceptable cost. As we shall see in the Computational Fluid Dynamics chapter, we can
maintain 30 such convolutional layers on a graph of 130k vertices on a single 32GB GPU
(assuming a batch size of 1) using this method.
By going through the effort to use sparse matrices, we get the flexibility of an adjacency
matrix-based convolution. We can have different numbers of neighbors per vertex. We can
even have different numbers of edges in a given direction per neighborhood. This is also a
relatively efficient convolution, even when working through a neural network framework.
However, we propose an alternative formulation that can be implemented purely with
dense tensors without a wasteful N2 adjacency matrix.
3.3 Alternate Directional Graph Convolution
K-nearest neighbor graphs are a common choice of graph structure for point cloud appli-
cations. This means that one using such a structure does not need to maintain an O(N2)
adjacency matrix, or even the overhead of a sparse matrix. A K nearest neighbor graph
encodes precisely K neighbors for each of N vertices for B samples, which means we
could treat the indices as a B×N ×K tensor. DGCNN’s [186] EdgeConv does this. From
this tensor a new B ×N ×K × F feature tensor that represents all of the neighbors adja-
cent to one another. This is redundant information by a factor of K + 1, as there are only
O(BNF ) unique pieces of information in each feature tensor. However, the advantage of
this formulation is that the vertices can be aggregated by simply summing along the K
dimension.
In DGCNN the convolution occurs by sliding a 1 × 1 kernel across the N × K di-
mensions, then reducing along the K dimension with a max operation. However, we can
appropriate this basic structure to create a directional convolution. If we could assume that
there are K = L directions and each neighbor in the graph pointed in a different direction,
than we could have this same B×N ×K ×F tensor convolved with a 1×K filter, which
would automatically reduce the tensor back to a B ×N × F2 vertex tensor.
This formulation is a more limited form of (3.2) in that the values of each adjacency
matrix are limited to being either 0 or 1, and each A` has exactly N elements (one for each
vertex). As a result this convolution has the same permutation invariance with the same
proof. The advantage is that everything can be computed efficiently with dense tensors.
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The computational complexity of this formulation is similar to the sparse formulation.
The amount of memory required for the vertex features is the same as our sparse imple-
mentation: O(BN(K + 1)F ). The amount of storage for the graph structure is O(BNK),
which is the same order as the sparse tensor. The number of multiplications to complete
the convolution is O(BNKF1F2). When the graph structures are the same, this is the
same order as the sparse implementation. Where this differs is when we want to increase
the number of neighbors without increasing the number of directions. We cannot do it
in this formulation, so increasing the number of neighbors means also increasing the size
of the feature tensor to maintain the number of feature representations. However, in the
sparse form, we can increase K without increasing L, which increases the cost of every-
thing except the feature tensor memory. In the case of soft assignments this formulation
would suffer more than the sparse formulation, as the cost would become O(BNK2F1F2).
The difference is that now K2 matrix multiplications with the weights would need to be
computed. In the sparse formulation, it would be K multiplications but K2 additions.
One last comment on the computational complexities we have discussed in this chap-
ter is that they are all based on implementations in neural network frameworks, where
the operation is defined as a composition of standardized functions. The extra redundant
neighborhood memory of DGN and the multiple feature representations of each vertex in
Graph-CNN are artifacts of this approach to implementation, but they are not necessar-
ily fundamental truths about the operations themselves. In both cases these redundancies
could be removed with an efficient GPU implementation. That said, while it is conceptu-
ally simple to implement a GPU operation that removes the need for redundant memory
(simply allocate a smaller tensor whose values are accumulated, rather than a larger tensor
that needs to be summed later), a fast implementation may be nontrivial. This is because
GPUs can save expensive memory accesses by efficiently caching data, and that caching
seems difficult in the case of a graph or point cloud. As we have discussed before, vertices
that are near one another in memory may not be near one another in space. Future work
could look into canonical orderings that would allow a GPU implementation to effectively
exploit caching. That is outside the scope of this dissertation, however.
At this point we have discussed in detail the implementation and complexity of our two
directional graph convolutions, but we have yet to define direction, the way in which we
match edges with weight matrices.
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3.4 Defining Direction
We propose two methods of defining direction in the context of 3D point clouds. Both can
be calculated efficiently on-the-fly on a GPU, given a set of edges.
The first, used in our initial works, is to divide edges into octants. We can think of each
edge between a neighbor Vj and a central vertex Vi as a vector from the origin (Vj−Vi) ∈ R3
We can then assign this edge to an octant based on the signs of the (X, Y, Z) components
of this vector. For example (+X,+Y,+Z) is one octant, (+X,+Y,−Z) is another, and so
on for eight combinations. Self connections get a ninth so that the center vertices gets their
own weights. An illustration of this method is in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: In 3D point cloud experiments, Graph adjacency is partitioned based on the octant in
which the vector representing each edge is contained.
This method is quick to compute (O(E) for E edges), but is not very flexible. If we
want to increase or decrease the number of weights per neighborhood, we need to increase
or decrease the number of features we compute signs on. Also, the number of weights is
always going to be exactly 2F , which means that there’s only a handful of viable configu-
rations before the number of weights becomes absurd.
We also propose a more flexible method based on spherical coordinates. Like above, we
compute the vectors from the origin, but then we convert them into spherical coordinates
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(a) 2D case (b) 3D case
Figure 3.4: Each edge vector is compared against a midpoint vector to sort it into different regions.
Left: The red arrows are the midpoint vectors and the blue arrows are the vectors to be compared.
Each colored region corresponds to a different direction and a different set of weights. Right: In
3D, each region corresponds to the pair of spherical angles that is nearest to a midpoint vector. The



















We then split the θ and φ domains (0 < θ < 2π and 0 < φ < π) into Nθ and Nφ bins
respectively. This means that the total number of bins in 3D space is NθNφ. The midpoints





), (i = 1, 2 . . . Nθ, j = 1, 2, . . . Nφ) can represent
points in a 2D Voronoi diagram (see Figure 3.4). Any edge (Eθ, Eφ) that is in a given
partition is closer to the partition’s associated midpoint pair than any other.
The cost of this matching is O(BENθNφF ) (O(BNKNθNφF ) in the KNN case),
where F is 3. This is more expensive than the octant case because a pairwise comparison
must be done with every edge vector and every midpoint. The advantage is that Nθ and Nφ
can be set to any value, allowing a much larger range of directions to be modeled without
needing to add or remove features. In addition, this can be turned into a 2D filter by setting
Nφ = 1. We shall see that this makes this method of modeling direction equivalent to a
3× 3 CNN filter.
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The two graph convolutions we propose use these directions slightly differently. The
sparse graph convolution can simply assign the closest bin for every edge, as in (3.7).
(Mi,Mj) #»E∈N (V ) = arg min
(Mi,Mj)
(
(Mi − Eθ)2 + (Mj − Eφ)2
)
(3.7)
However the dense alternative prescribes exactly one neighbor per bin, so it is solving
the opposite problem:
#»




(Mi − Eθ)2 + (Mj − Eφ)2
)
(3.8)
3.4.1 Equivalence to 3× 3 FIR Filters
In CNNs, a 3× 3 FIR filter is one where a given pixel’s feature vector and its eight nearest
neighbors (in pixel space) are each multiplied by a unique weight matrix, then summed.
In the case of an image, distance is measured by number of pixels. If we were to treat the
image as an 8-adjacency graph, as in Figure 3.1, we could define the distance between any
given pixel and its nearest non-diagonal neighbor as 1. If we were calculated Euclidean
distance, this would mean that the distance to each diagonal would be
√
2. This would be
nearer than the distance to a given pixel two hops away in a non-diagonal direction, which
would be 2. A self-connection would have a distance of 0. In the Graph-CNN formulation,
we would simply partition the adjacency matrices so that each of the 8 directions (as well
as the self connection) have their own weight matrix. Then we would sum the nine nearest
neighbors.
In the case of DGN, we could simply slot each of the nine nonzero nearest neighbors
into their own 1x9 filter. If an N ×M image was reshaped into an NM -vertex point cloud,
and an NM×9×F neighborhood tensor was generated, then DGN would simply perform
a 2D convolution with an 1×9×F×F2 kernel that represents an unwrapped 3×3×F×F2
kernel.
Note that these direction partitions are not the same as the sign bit and Voronoi methods
described above. Those methods are useful for point cloud analysis but less useful for this
particular proof of equivalence. The sign bit method would only allow for 2× 2 2D filters,
and the Voronoi, while it can have nine neighbors, it cannot do so in the same way as
we have described in this proof. We could get close, however. One issue is that the self-
connection has zero distance so it is unclear which angular bin it would be in, despite
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being the nearest possible neighbor. This could be solved with DGCNN’s “centralization”
technique [186], where each feature vector in the neighborhood is concatenated with the
features of the self-connection. This means we could learn an 1× 8× 2F ×F2 kernel, and




V W i = V
8∑
i=0
W i = V W
′ (3.9)
Unfortunately, we could not get eight directions with the same angles as the image
CNN, as we would either have (Nθ = 2, Nφ = 4) or (Nθ = 4, Nφ = 2).
If we wanted to consider larger filters such as 5 × 5, 7 × 7, ...(2k + 1) × (2k + 1)
filters, we would not be able to use a straightforward metric distance to create a K-Nearest
Neighbor graph as the diagonal lengths would not grow at the same rate as the cardinal
lengths. However, we could simply exploit the 8-adjacency structure to choose the pixels
in a square around each vertex. We could similarly exploit the structure to create atrous
neighborhoods. We do not evaluate such neighborhoods in our dissertation, but the point is
that as long as we have a method of defining a neighborhood, we could recreate any image
FIR filter in a graph context.
3.5 Case Study
When a novel neural network is proposed in the literature, it is common for that network
to be evaluated on a battery of benchmark datasets. The downside of this method is that
excessive focus on benchmarks can lead to researchers “teaching to the test,” tuning the
networks to maximize a score at the expense of solving the wider problem. The big picture
goal of computer vision research is not to yield an algorithm that gets the best score on
ImageNet, but to create algorithms that can understand images.
Granted, ImageNet [149] depicts a wide array of subjects. A network that can get a
high accuracy on ImageNet classification understands enough about images as a whole to
be used as a pretrained network for a wide array of domain-specific computer vision tasks.
However, the most common point cloud benchmarks are all small datasets that focus
on a small domain. This has led to point cloud networks that, while effective on these
benchmarks, quickly become insufficient beyond the individual benchmarks.
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3.5.1 Hypothesis: Benchmarks Encourage Regularization
One common feature of state-of-the-art point cloud networks on benchmark datasets such
as ModelNet40 [203], Shapenet Segmentation [193], S3DIS [9], and ScanNet [35] is that
they tend to be heavily regularized and not very deep. This is likely because these datasets
are much smaller than image dataset such as ImageNet [149]. For example, ModelNet40
has 12,311 meshes, while ImageNet has over 14 million images.
This means that point cloud and graph network researchers may have different priorities
than image network researchers. Image CNNs focus on increasing capacity and generating
architectures that can propagate information more effectively. After the landmark AlexNet
network [97], state-of-the-art networks became deeper [161], added skip connections [75,
83], and learned multiple branches of features [169] that are concatenated. The goal is
to learn extremely deep networks ([75, 83] learn over 100 layers) with an arrangement of
layers such that useful information is reused and not lost as the network becomes deeper.
Meanwhile, point cloud network researchers pursue the opposite approach, creating
networks with tight constraints or heavy regularization to mitigate overfitting. PointNet
[134] and PointNet++ [136] use only 1 × 1 convolutions throughout the entire network,
forcing the network to learn effectively without a convolution that increases receptive field.
DGCNN [186], GCN [91], and most graph networks not on point clouds [78, 24, 12, 38]
learn shared weight matrices for all neighbors. This is unlike traditional CNNs, which
learn separate weight matrices for each neighbor. Unlike PointNet and PointNet++ there is
a receptive field, but the weights learned have to be robust as they apply to all neighbors.
PointCNN [104] learns one weight matrix per neighbor, but depends on randomness and
its lack of permutation invariance to regularize the weights. SpiderCNN [190] has multi-
ple, directional weight matrices but keeps the network extremely shallow. RGCNN [172]
enforces a graph smoothness prior. A large body of point cloud autoencoder networks use
Multilayer Perceptrons as the primary learning unit. [192, 69, 171, 202, 198], similar to
PointNet.
This focus on regularization at first appears to be an artifact of the nature of the point
cloud problems being attacked by researchers. The datasets are small and expensive to
collect and label, so the focus is on learning on such limited datasets. However, this focus
means that the most popular networks for the problems of today may be ill-suited to future
problems. This dissertation discusses two such applications where popular point cloud
networks fail specifically due to their overly aggressive regularization. In this chapter,
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we discuss the performance of our directional graph networks outside of benchmark or
domain-specific datasets. We show that while traditional point cloud networks are less
prone to overfitting, they are prone to underfitting as the difficulty of the problem scales.
Our Graph-CNN, while prone to overfitting on simple problems, can successfully fit more
difficult datasets that the others cannot.
We demonstrate this in two ways. First, we take the recent concept of jigsaw puzzle
solving as an unsupervised training task [126] and translate it to point clouds. By scaling
the difficulty of the jigsaw puzzles to be solved we can measure the relative capabilities
of different networks in terms of their accuracy on increasingly difficult tests. Second, we
generate a pair of pathological point clouds that are designed to confuse simpler point cloud
network operations. We show mathematically that these heavily regularized networks are
incapable of telling apart these two samples by showing that they will always give the same
feature vector for each point cloud.
3.5.2 Measuring Capacity with Jigsaw Puzzles
A recent trend in neural network literature is the idea of self-supervised learning. The goal
is to generate a nontrivial supervised machine learning task for a neural network to train
on whose ground truths can be generated programmatically. Ideally such a task will learn
features that can be successfully applied to a true supervised learning task with limited data.
Some example problems include distortions of existing labeled images [48], colorization of
black and white images [199], rotation classification [63], relative position prediction [45],
and jigsaw puzzle solving [126].
Jigsaw puzzles (see Figure 3.5) are an interesting task because the difficulty is arbitrarily
scalable. The “solution” to the jigsaw puzzle is simply a single class prediction. The classes
represent one unique permutation of a 3× 3 block puzzle. There are 9! = 362880 possible
permutations of such a puzzle. This is too many classes to practically learn, so the task is
Figure 3.5: General architecture of a jigsaw pretext task. The network to be trained is inside “Feature
Extraction CNN per Block.”
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restricted to some smaller number, such as 1000.
This task is performed by splitting the network into two parts: a feature extractor and
a classifier. The feature extractor takes each of the 9 blocks as an independent image,
permutes them into one of the valid orders, and extracts representative feature vectors.
Then the feature vectors are concatenated and passed into a classifier. The feature extractor
does not see any particular block in context, but the signal from the permutation classifier
is backpropagated in such a way that features that separate the permutations are learned.
We believe that point cloud convolutions could learn spatial understanding with a similar
task.
Other works use these methods as a tool for unsupervised feature extraction, but we
shall use it to measure the capacity of different networks. The number of permutations
can be scaled to whatever we desire. Almost any network will be likely to tell apart two
permutations with high accuracy, but if we keep doubling the number of permutations
(4, 8, 16, . . . 256, 512, 1024, etc), at some point the networks will have difficulty telling
apart so many classes. In this case study we will evaluate three networks to compare their
ability to fit jigsaw data as the problem scales: PointNet++ [136], DGCNN [186], and our
Graph-CNN [132, 47, 47].
Point Cloud Jigsaws
Translating this concept to 3D point clouds is feasible. If a point cloud is translated so that
its centroid is at the origin, then the point cloud can be subdivided based on the octant of
each point. This would create eight point clouds partitions. Each partition can be either
subsampled or zero padded to create eight point clouds of equal size for convenient batch-
ing. These eight “pieces” are then centered to the origin again so that it is not apparent
to the feature extractor how the pieces are permuted. Like [126], the pieces are treated as
a batch of independent samples and the permutation is only apparent to the final classi-
fier. The number of possible permutations is smaller (8! = 40320), though it should still
be larger than we will require, as all the networks will likely saturate before reaching that
point. Figure 3.6 shows a sample point cloud split along octants (left) and treated as a batch
of eight puzzle pieces (right).
We use the ShapeNet dataset as our data for this permutation training task. We do not
use class labels as we are using permutation as the label. We split the data into 39, 443
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Figure 3.6: 8192 Point cloud airplane split into octants and converted into 8 1024-point pieces, all
centered on the origin.
training samples and 10, 260 test. Every time we load a sample we apply a random per-
mutation from the permutation dictionary for the task. We sample 8192 points along the
surface of each mesh. Each puzzle piece is resampled to be exactly 1024 points. At test
time we estimate accuracy by predicting on each unique point cloud once with a random
permutation (rather than predicting on every mesh with every permutation).
We train PointNet++ [136], DGCNN [186], and Graph-CNN [132] with different num-
bers of permutations, starting from two and doubling each time (four, eight, sixteen, etc)
until the network is no longer capable of learning. Why do we choose these networks?
They are representative of three different approaches to point cloud convolution. Point-
Net++ learns only 1×1 convolutions on the point features. DGCNN aggregates a neighbor-
hood but shares a single weight matrix between every neighbor except the self-connection
(which has its own features). Graph-CNN uses our directional approach. A visual compar-
ison of these filters is in Figure 3.7. PointNet++ is represented by a), DGCNN by b), and
Graph-CNN by c).
One additional difference between the three networks is in the architecture. DGCNN
and the Graph-CNN we evaluate in this experiment have the same architecture that consists
of four convolutions followed by two fully connected layers (see Figure 3.8a). PointNet++
is a deeper network 3.8b. Why do we have different architectures? We wanted our baselines
to both be realistic, proven networks within their approach. PointNet++ [136] is a strong,
widely cited method that only uses 1× 1 convolutions. DGCNN is close to state-of-the-art
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of convolutions. a) PointNet. b) DGCNN. c) Graph-CNN.
(a) DGCNN/Graph-CNN Architecture.
(b) PointNet++ Architecture.
Figure 3.8: Jigsaw network architectures.
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Figure 3.9: Jigsaw permutation accuracy as number of permutations increase.
on ModelNet [203] even today. Graph-CNN uses DGCNN’s architecture since the goal is to
compare the approaches and not perform an extensive hyperparameter search. All networks
have the same linear layers, with dropouts of 0.5 after each. After the architectures in
Figure 3.8, we have a permutation classifier that is identical in each experiment: an MLP
with 4096-4096-1024-C layers (where C is the number of permutation classes).
We train each network for fifty epochs. We use Adam [90] optimization with a learn-
ing rate of 0.001 and an exponential decay of 0.7, applied every 200, 000 samples. the
Graph-CNN will have the same architecture (number of convolutions, number of filters per
convolution) as DGCNN, but will learn matrices for 16 directions (Nθ = Nφ = 4). The
results are in Figure 3.9.
We see that PointNet++ and DGCNN, which both have achieved state-of-the-art on
ModelNet at one time, very quickly reach the limit of their ability to fit large numbers
of permutations. Graph-CNN, using the same architecture as DGCNN, outperforms these
networks not only on 2− 1024 permutations but is able to continue learning on up to 8192
permutations before finally being unable to learn 16, 384 permutations.
One immediate objection may be that the Graph-CNN in this case has 17 times as many
convolutional weights as DGCNN (16 directions + 1 self connection), so of course it is
able to model more. However, merely increasing the number of weights does not lead
to better performance if they are not being used in an effective manner. Table 3.1 lists the
number of weights in these three networks that come from convolutions and fully connected
layers (except the final classification layer). PointNet++ has the most weights between the
three networks by far, yet does poorly as it only performs 1 × 1 convolutions. DGCNN
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Network # of Conv Weights # of MLP Weights Total
PointNet++ 798,912 655,360 1,454,272
DGCNN 33,152 294,912 328,064
Graph-CNN (Us) 281,792 294,912 576,704
Table 3.1: Number of learnable parameters in each network.
has almost 1
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as many weights as PointNet++, but uses them more effectively by having a
convolution that aggregates neighborhoods of points. While Graph-CNN does have many
more convolutional weights than DGCNN, it does not have many more weights overall (less
than 2× as many) because a large portion of the weights are in the final fully-connected
layers.
3.5.3 Treating a Single Convolution as a Feature Extractor
The above experiment demonstrates that state-of-the-art networks on benchmark datasets
may fall short when tasked with a more difficult problem. However, one could argue that
the modeling of direction that Graph-CNN performs is not strictly necessary. One could
increase capacity by simply increasing the number of convolutional layers and the number
of filters per layer. To respond to this argument, we will discuss a (toy) failure case where a
PointNet-style convolution and a DGCNN-style convolution would be unable to tell apart
two specially designed point clouds. We will then demonstrate that Graph-CNN is able
to tell the two apart. This holds even when the number of weights in the PointNet and
DGCNN-style convolution is increased to match Graph-CNN. This motivates the need for
modeling direction in point cloud neural networks.
Cloud 1 Cloud 2
X Y Z X Y Z
0 1 1 0 1 5
-1 0 2 -1 0 4
0 0 3 0 0 3
1 0 4 1 0 2
0 -1 5 0 -1 1
Table 3.2: A pair of point clouds designed to confuse neural networks.
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Figure 3.10: Point Clouds designed to confuse linear classifiers.
Setup
We propose a pair of point clouds in Table 3.2. They each represent an identical cross on
the X and Y plane with a pattern on the Z dimension. They are visually distinct, as can
be seen in Figure 3.10. Indeed, to tell the two apart one would only have to observe the Z
dimension for a corresponding (X, Y ) coordinate.
We argue that a toy classifier should be able to classify this pair of point clouds as
different classes. Let us suppose we have a classifier with a single convolution (with F
filters), an average pool down to a single point, and fully connected layers as a classifier.
The architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.11. For the purposes of this study we will not
include any nonlinearities after the convolution and average pool. While this is not realistic,
it does give a sense for how different convolutional models are more or less able to separate
out different classes without the benefit of nonlinearities.
Figure 3.11: Network for classifying pathological point clouds. The network succeeds if the two
point clouds produce different feature vectors.
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For the fully connected layers to succeed, the feature vector that represents Cloud 1 will
have to be different than the feature vector that represents Cloud 2, no matter how slight
the difference. In this test we will evaluate three convolutions: PointNet-style 1× 1 convo-
lutions, DGCNN style convolutions where there is a single weight matrix for all neighbors,
and Graph-CNN, where there are separate weight matrices for separate directions.
For a single point cloud V ∈ RN×3 and a single weight matrix W ∈ R3×F , the feature
vector in our toy neural network would be in (3.10).
V ′ = V W ,V ∈ RN×F1 ,W ∈ RF1×F2 (3.10)




3wz1 3wz2 . . . 3wzF2
]
(3.11)
for both point clouds, where wzf is the f th filter coefficient that multiplies with the z com-
ponent of the input point cloud. Only the Z component matters because the average of the
X components and Y components are zero. The average of the Z components are the same
for both since they contain all the same values. This means that no matter what the values
of the weights are, there is no way for a PointNet-style 1 × 1 convolution to tell apart the
two point clouds in this toy case.
Next we look at the DGCNN-style convolution, where a single weight matrix is shared
among all neighbors. For the purposes of this model, we shall define it as in (3.12). The
adjacency A is a binary matrix that represents the K-Nearest Neighbor Graph where K =
5. This happens to be a matrix of all ones.
V ′ = AV W ,V ∈ RN×F1 ,W ∈ RF1×F2 ,A ∈ RN×N (3.12)
The outcome of the convolution and average pooling would be:
V ′ =
[
15wz1 15wz2 . . . 15wzF2
]
(3.13)
for both point clouds. While the points are aggregated, the X and Y components have
no effect on the outcome because they sum to zero. The sum of the weighted sum of the Z
components is the same because all the same values are present in both point clouds, but
in different points. Since the same weights are applied to every neighbor, this particular
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convolution cannot separate the two.




AkV Wk,V ∈ RN×F1 ,W ∈ RF1×F2 ,A ∈ RN×N (3.14)
Again we use a K = 5 Nearest Neighbor graph structure. However, in this model we
partition the edges by the sign bit of Vj−Vi, so that there are 8 partitions. After performing
the convolution and mean pooling, the formula for each scalar graph feature in the first
point cloud are in (3.15), and the formula for the second is in (3.16).















































































The details of the expressions are less important than the fact that they are not identical
expressions. This means that when using a single Graph-CNN convolution that models
direction, these two point clouds can be recognized as different by a classifier. Given the
same point clouds and the same K-Nearest Neighbor graph structure, PointNet-style con-
volutions and DGCNN-style convolutions are unable to do this. Again, this is a patholog-
ical case and this only holds because we do not apply a nonlinearity after the convolution.
However this does illustrate the relative difficulty each convolution has in learning useful
features in isolation. The MATLAB code used to generate the expressions for all three
cases is in the appendix.
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3.6 Discussion
In this chapter we showed that directional graph networks have more capability to model
complex patterns than other more traditional graph and point cloud networks. We chose
two toy problems to make this case as the existing benchmarks can give a misleading im-
pression of the capabilities of a given graph neural network. A network performing well
on these benchmarks means that a network carefully regularizes to avoid overfitting. When
given a toy problem that arbitrarily scales in difficulty (namely, our jigsaw puzzle problem),
PointNet++ and DGCNN quickly run out of capacity. It’s not just a matter of number of
weights and layers. PointNet++ has the most weights and the most layers of any network,
and yet its strong regularization (only allowing 1× 1 convolutions) limits its modeling ca-
pability. While these networks are strong for the current benchmarks, they will not scale to
more difficult problems in the future.
The pathological point clouds give some insight into why direction improves modeling
capability. The impulse of a PointNet to apply the same 1× 1 convolution to all points, or
of the DGCNN (and other graph networks) to apply the same weights to every neighbor,
means that useful details could disappear through averaging. The directional modeling of
the Graph-CNN makes the differences between the two samples obvious. Even though all
of the X values, Y values, and Z values are the same between both samples, correspond-
ing local neighborhoods bewteen each point cloud have neighbors pointing in different
directions. By separating neighbors out by direction and applying different weights, the
differences become obvious even after average pooling.
In this chapter we criticize benchmark datasets for their tendency to produce constrained
point cloud networks. In the next, we shall show that our directional graph networks,
subject to the same heavy tuning and regularization, can compete with the state of the art




Computer vision is the most popular application of point cloud networks. There are many
point cloud benchmark datasets that are used to evaluate classification and segmentation.
The data comes from computer-generated digital art [203, 193, 105] as well as LiDAR
measurements of rooms [35, 9] and cities [154, 62]. The applications include self-driving
cars and robotics (where LiDAR sensors are used to understand the environment), and
computer graphics (where a point cloud can be a compact representation of digital 3D
shapes).
Unlike the other chapters, the results in this chapter represent multiple discrete inves-
tigations. Our initial graph neural networks on ModelNet were some of the earliest in the
literature [47]. While we initially achieved weak results compared to works that would be
published soon after, we learned from those papers and published an updated work with
much stronger results [46]. This network was much deeper and included significant data
augmentation from an additional training set, but still fell short of the state-of-the-art at
the time. We observed that the strongest networks had built-in-regularization. Our final
work on these benchmarks included some novel regularization that helped them achieve
state-of-the-art in two datasets: ModelNet40 and SHREC’15.
The major shortcoming in the field of point cloud computer vision is that the datasets
are small and easy to overfit. The creation of a convolution operation with the ability to
learn more complex filters will not fix the problem, but with proper regularization we can
at least make such a filter competitive. The solution is to generate more difficult problems,
as we do in the next two chapters. However, by evaluating our method on these datasets we
can at least compare against the bulk of the point cloud network literature.
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Figure 4.1: Example meshes in the ModelNet40 Dataset [203]. Left: a curtain. Top: a bowl.
Bottom: a stool. Figure ©IEEE 2018 from Dominguez et al. [46].
Figure 4.2: ShapeNet Segmentation examples. From left to right: a plane, a bag, a hat, and a car.
4.1 The Benchmarks
The primary point cloud classification dataset benchmark is ModelNet [203], which has
two splits: ModelNet10 and ModelNet40. ModelNet10 has 4899 total samples divided
into 10 classes, and ModelNet40 has 12,311 samples divided into 40 classes. Each sample
represents an everyday object. The dataset itself is stored as 3D meshes. The meshes can be
preprocessed into point clouds, though researchers have preprocessed them into voxels and
image projections as well. We evaluate our work on these benchmarks numerous times, and
the scores on this benchmark represent the progression of the development of our work.
ShapeNet Segmentation [193] is a point cloud dataset used for “Part Segmentation”.
Each point in the point cloud is to be labeled with the part of the object. For example, a
chair can be divided into regions that represent the legs, the seat, and the back. There are
50 part classes divided among 16 categories of objects. Some examples are in Figure 4.2.
It is considered acceptable to feed the category to the algorithm as an input feature, as the
task is to classify the parts. Unlike ModelNet, ShapeNet Segmentation is already sampled
into point clouds. There are 16,881 total samples.
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Figure 4.3: Example poses of the mouse mesh from the SHREC’15 [105] dataset.
The SHREC’15 dataset [105] is a 3D dataset originally designed for retrieval of non-
rigid meshes. The dataset contains 50 unique meshes (such as a mouse, an ant and a
kangaroo), each in 24 different poses for 1200 total samples. The mouse mesh, in several
poses, is depicted in Figure 4.3. It can be posed as a classification task where an algorithm
is trained on some, but not all poses for each mesh, with the task of classifying which of
the 50 meshes it is. Then, given a test set of unseen poses, it attempts to classify to which
mesh the unseen pose belongs.
4.2 Evaluation 1: Treating Meshes as Graphs
We initially applied our Graph-CNN convolution in a simple architecture consisting of a
cascade of graph convolutions that are followed by a single fully connected layer for classi-
fication [132, 47]. However, unlike PointNet [134] and all of the point cloud architectures
that followed it, we did not pool our vertex features down to a single feature vector before
passing them into the fully connected layers. Instead we passed them into what we called
a “graph embed pooling” layer. One of the motivations of our original Graph-CNN code
was that it needed to be able to handle samples with different numbers of vertices. Graph
benchmark datasets such as the protein datasets [156] justified this by having samples with
wildly different numbers of vertices, ranging from less than twenty to several thousand.
The code was written to be able to process multiple samples in a batch without padding.
Once we got to the fully-connected layer, we needed a fixed number of features regardless
of the size of the graph. Our originally proposed solution was the graph embed pooling
layer in (4.1). The σ represents row-wise softmax.




V ′ = V TembedV
(4.1)
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The idea was that an embedding matrix that reduced the vertex features to F2 fixed
vertices could be learned as a convolution on the current vertex features with F2 filters.
While this did attain the desired result, it was not an ideal representation. Every output
vertex was a linear combination of every input vertex, the embedding matrix was of course
correlated with the input vertices. That said, it was permutation invariant, as shown in (4.2).
Permutation matrix P is orthogonal.
(PV embed)
TPV = V TembedP
TPV = V TembedV (4.2)
One of our first 3D evaluations of Graph-CNN was on ModelNet10 [47]. In our ini-
tial work we did not sample point clouds on the surface, instead treating the 3D mesh as
the vertices and edges of the graph. To reduce the meshes we used Meshlab’s [30] mesh
decimation functions. This provided limited control, and sometimes led to artifacts such
as holes in the meshes. We applied data augmentation during training. Initially we rotated
the vertices around the origin in space, but found that it did not reasonably model the data,
because all of the samples in the dataset have the same orientation in ModelNet10. We
observe that one of the major differences in examples are relative lengths. To that end, we
apply stretching in ratios of 1 : 1, 1.5 : 1, and 2 : 1 in the X, Y, and Z, axes, resulting in 27
total samples per sample from the original dataset.
To train the networks, we used a minibatch size of 90 samples, an initial learning rate
of 0.01, and momentum with a parameter of 0.9. The training is done for 6000 itera-
tions, stepping down the learning rate by a factor of 10 every 2000 iterations (though the
curves suggest the step down could be done in fewer iterations). Instead of a 5-fold cross-
validation, we tuned hyperparameters on the training set by splitting it into roughly 75%
training and 25% validation. The best network has an `2 regularization parameter of 0.05.
The final network was trained on the entire training set and tested on the test set. Each
graph convolution is followed by batch normalization [84] and ReLU activations.
Table 4.1: ModelNet10 classification results.
Architecture Accuracy
ECC [160] 90.0%
4× GraphConv24 (ours) 74.3%
The results are compared in Table 4.1. The only fair comparison on ModelNet10 around
the time of publication was Simonovsky and Komodakis’ Edge-Conditioned Convolutions
(ECC) on graphs [160] (which came out after we submitted). Two significant differences
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between their network and our initial network is the inclusion of a max pooling of the point
clouds based on voxel grids and a global max pooling down to a single feature vector before
the fully-connected layers. While our graph embed pooling was permutation invariant, it
may have given us a lower quality feature vector than a simple global max pool would
have given us. The voxel grid pooling ECC used also increased receptive field across the
network.
That said, a more fundamental issue may have been how we were preprocessing the
data. The ModelNet10 dataset is a dataset of meshes. Rather than sampling point clouds
on the surface, we attempted to treat them as the meshes. Some meshes are very simple,
with very few vertices, and some have thousands of vertices in complex shapes. To try to
compress the range, we use Meshlab’s [30] mesh reduction functions. This led to some
poor quality samples.
From this point forward, we made two changes in our methodology. The first is that we
would no longer process meshes by converting polygons into vertices and edges, but we
would randomly sample point clouds on the surface. The graph would be formed from a
K Nearest Neighbor graph. The second is that we wanted to start using a useful pooling
operation. Additionally we moved away from trying to design codes that could work with
differently-sized samples. We wanted to take advantage of batching by assuming every
sample was the same size. Differences could be made up with zero padding.
4.3 Evaluation 2: Deeper Networks and Larger Training Sets
4.3.1 Graph Pooling
Our initial attempt at incorporating graph pooling into our networks is to use a k-means
based graph clustering [18, 19]. This solves for the cluster mappings. We can apply these
mapping wit the Galerkin Operator P TAP and P TV [150], where P is the mapping of
N1 input vertices to N2 pooled vertices. P T is essentially a binary matrix normalized by
the number of nonzero values in a row. We evaluate this pooling method by training deep
graph CNNs that use them on ModelNet10 and ModelNet40 [203]. One important detail is
that the input to the fully-connected layers is no longer completely permutation invariant,
as even the smallest pooled representation could give different results if the coarsened point
clouds are permuted. However the final representation does not have the other shortcomings
of graph embed pooling.
We performed separate hyperparameter searches to attempt to maximize classification
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accuracy on ModelNet10 and ModelNet40. For each dataset we treated a fixed 10% of
the training set as validation. The best performing model for ModelNet10 was GC32×3,
P/2, GC64×3, P/2, GC96×3, P/2, GC128×3, P/2, FC128, FC10. The best performing
model for ModelNet40 was GC128×3, P/2, GC256×3, P/2,GC512×3, P/2,GC1024×3,
P/2, FC2048, FC40. GC is graph convolution P/2 is a graph pool that reduces the number
of vertices by half, and FC is fully connected layer. Each convolutional and fully-connected
layer is followed by batch normalization [84] and ReLU. For ModelNet10 we use momen-
tum optimization (with a parameter value of 0.9), starting with a learning rate of 0.001,
which we reduce by a factor of 10 every 7500 iterations. We use a batch size of 100 sam-
ples. For ModelNet40 we use the same momentum optimization with an initial learning
rate of 0.01, reduced by a factor of 10 every 10, 000 iterations, with a batch size of 50
samples.
One downside of the implementation at this point is that it is done with dense tensors,
despite the adjacencies and pooling matrices containing mostly zeroes. The adjacencies
especially have a large cost because multiple N×N matrices need to be stored per sample.
As a result the number of points per sample was kept small, at 516. 10% of the points are
randomly dropped out each time and replaced with zeros. The results, compared against
all other graph methods, are in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: ModelNet Classification Accuracy Among Graph/Point Cloud Networks.
10class 40class Layers
Dominguez et al. [47] 74.3% - 4
ECC [160] 90.0% 83.2% 5
PointNet [134] - 89.2% 5
PointNet++ [136] - 91.9% 9
KD-Net [94] 94.0% 91.8% 15
GAPNet-1 91.1% 87.9% 12
GAPNet-20 92.3% 90.6% 12
GAPNet-1 is the average performance of the final trained network when making a single
prediction for each test sample, over 20 runs through the test data (with different amounts
of dropout). GAPNet-20 votes on the most confident prediction for each test sample over
the 20 runs by summing the softmax predictions. At this point in the literature, PointNet++
is the leader on ModelNet40. There were a couple of issues with GAPNet that may have
limited its performance. First, it was not permutation invariant at the fully connected lay-
ers. Second, we may have been too aggressive in scaling up the number of weights and
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layers in this problem. That said, at this point, the literature seemed to suggest that shal-
lower networks were performing more poorly than deeper networks. Table 4.2 shows the
number of convolutional layers in each network. PointNet++, while less deep, still had 9
convolutional layers, with the final layer having 1024 filters. What we didn’t immediately
realize was that the decision to only use 1× 1 convolutions was a strong regularization that
prevented overfitting.
4.3.2 Data Augmentation with Large 3D Mesh Datasets
To attempt to mitigate the overfitting, we amass a larger labeled 3D mesh dataset to use as
pretraining [46]. We show a comparison of 3D datasets in Table 4.3. While the ModelNet
dataset provides two small splits that are standard benchmarks, there exists a larger dataset
of over 100, 000 samples (“ModelNet Complete”). From that large number, we come up
with our own cut. First, we exclude ModelNet10 and ModelNet40 classes (to prevent
accidentally training on test samples). Second, we only include meshes that are available
in an open file format. The final count is in ModelNet “Our Cut”. Additionally, we add
ShapeNet [26] to our pretraining set for a dataset of over 87, 000 samples. That said, we do
not verify whether there is any overlap between ModelNet samples or ShapeNet samples.
Table 4.3: Popular 3D Datasets that focus on studying individual objects along with their number
of Samples and Classes.
Dataset # Samples # Classes
ModelNet10 4,899 10
ModelNet40 12,311 40
ModelNet Complete 127,915 662
ModelNet “Our Cut” 36,621 421
ShapeNetCore 51,300 55
We treat the entirety of ModelNet “Our Cut” as a training set, with no validation. We
use it more as a tool for creating a wide variety of useful features than as a means to create a
421-class classifier. We use the ShapeNetCore training and validation sets for training and
its test set for validation. Since we do not intend to evaluate our network on ShapeNetCore,
there is no need for a held-out validation set.
This data was used in a multistage training process to create deep networks that can
understand objects from multiple datasets.
We use the same GAPNet architecture for ModelNet40 from above, and call it G3DNet-
18 in this evaluation (due to its having 18 convolution, pooling, and fully-connected layers).
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First, we train G3DNet-18 from scratch on ModelNet Open. We train for close to
90, 000 iterations. The initial learning rate is 0.01, which we reduce to 0.001 at 50, 000
iterations and 0.0001 near 68, 000 iterations. A final fully connected layer with 421 neurons
is attached to attempt to classify the 421 classes in ModelNet Open. At the end of this
training step, the final fully connected layer is switched out for a 55 neuron layer and the
model is fine-tuned on ShapeNetCore for nearly 30, 000 iterations. The initial learning rate
is 0.001, then divided by 10 after 4000 iterations. This is the final G3DNet-18 network.
Each step of each network is trained with momentum with a parameter of 0.9. Data
augmentation is performed on the training samples through random vertex dropouts and
random flips, as used in [160].
We extract G3D features from ModelNet10 and ModelNet40, then train “shallow” clas-
sifiers on these extracted G3D feature vectors. Example ModelNet40 samples are in Figure
4.1. The classifiers we use are support vector machines (SVMs) and MLPs. We use our
G3DNet model to collect 11 G3D feature vectors per sample per network we train, in order
to account for the random augmentation that occurs in the network. This allows us to train
each classifier with augmented G3D data and evaluate each classifier with a single-model
voting scheme.
We perform a hyperparameter search on the ModelNet10 and ModelNet40 dataset, us-
ing 10% of the training set as validation for this purpose. We evaluate the best set of
hyperparameters in a series of ablation experiments. We evaluate the held-out test set with
our G3DNet-18 feature vectors, a G3DNet-18 feature vectors fine-tuned on the training
set, and the fine-tuned feature vectors subjected to a vote over 10 predictions. This vote is
performed by a single trained G3DNet model that applies the random data augmentations
from training to each input sample. It is an ensemble of predictions, but only one model.
The best ModelNet10 MLP contains two hidden layers (each with 2000 neurons), ReLU
activations, Adam optimization [90], a batch size of 200, an initial learning rate of 1.01 ×
10−3, an exponential learning rate decay parameter of 0.7, and an `2 regularization parame-
ter of 5× 10−6. Training continues until the network loss improvement is less than 0.0001.
The best Modelnet40 MLP contains three hidden layers (1500, 1000, and 500 neurons),
has a a batch size of 200, ReLU activations, momentum optimization, a learning rate of
1.01 × 10−3 an exponential learning rate decay parameter of 0.7, and an `2 regularization
parameter of 5 × 10−5. The best SVMs for both ModelNet10 and ModelNet40 have a C
parameter of 1.0, a radial basis function kernel, and a γ parameter equal to the reciprocal
of feature size. The results of our experiments are in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: ModelNet Classification Accuracy Overall.
Modelnet
Method 10 class 40 class
Dominguez et al. [47] 74.3% -
ECC [160] 90.0% 83.2%
PointNet [134] - 89.2%
PointNet++ [136] - 91.9%
KD-Net [94] 94.0% 91.8%
GAPNet-20 92.3% 90.6%
G3DNet-18 SVM 86.5% 76.0%
G3DNet-18 MLP 82.7% 82.5%
G3DNet-18 MLP Fine-Tuned 90.2% 88.8%
G3DNet-18 SVM Fine-Tuned 91.5% 85.7%
G3DNet-18 MLP, Fine-Tuned, Vote 92.8% 91.7%
G3DNet-18 SVM, Fine-Tuned, Vote 93.1% 91.13%
While making use of this large dataset does improve our results (as Table 4.4 shows)
we still do not reach state of the art. The fact remains that our network is still overfitting
compared to other competitors that were similarly deep. The difference between our net-
work and KD-Net [94] and PointNet++ [136] is that their function is based on pointwise
MLPs, or 1 × 1 convolutions. Our directional networks were capable of modeling more
complex functions, and therefore could more easily overfit. Over the next couple of years
(2018-2019) many more point cloud networks were developed that incorporated graphs
someway. However, they tended to be shallow networks with strong regularization, as we
have discussed in previous chapters. So we decided to take a similar approach, attempting
to fit ModelNet data with a shallow network and a novel form of regularization that would
still allow us to model directionality, but in a tunable form.
4.4 Evaluation 3: Weight Sharing Loss to Achieve State-of-the-Art
We decided to recast our directional graph convolution as one that could be carried out
completely with dense tensors (under the assumption that the graph was always aK Nearest
Neighbor graph. This is the “Alternative Directional Graph Convolution” discussed in
Chapter 3. The motivation was to closely compare our directional network with DGCNN
[186]. Our DGN could be considered a more general case of DGCNN, where more than
one direction can be modeled.
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4.4.1 Weight Sharing Loss
DGCNN’s restriction that each neighbor is convolved with the exact same weight matrix
is a strong regularization. In the case of small datasets, giving each neighbor a completely
independent weight matrix may be too much freedom. We hypothesize that there is a
“golden mean” between the two approaches. To achieve this, we introduce a novel weight-
sharing loss. Each convolutional layer has θφ weight matrices W 0,W 1,W 2 . . .W θφ−1 ∈
RF1×F2 . We can reshape each matrix into a vector of F1F2 elements and calculate the mean










(wk1f − wk2f )2 (4.3)
The total loss of the network is Lce + λLwsl, where Lce is the typical cross-entropy loss
for a neural network. The λ parameter is a hyperparameter that scales the importance of
the weight sharing loss.
4.4.2 Network Details
Figure 4.4 shows the basic building block of our neural networks for classification and
segmentation. Each block gathers together an N × θφ × 2F tensor that arranges all the
neighbors in each neighborhood so that they are adjacent to one another in the tensor. The
2F signifies that the features are “centralized” as in DGCNN, where each feature vector
is the concatenation of the current vertex feature xi and the difference between xi and
the current neighbor xj . Next a 1 × 1 convolution transforms the features and creates a
bottleneck, followed by a directional graph convolution to reduce the neighborhood tensor.
This block of three operations is repeated twice. Then the input to the block and the output
of the block are concatenated on the feature dimension. This is inspired by image CNNs
with similar skip-connection structures, such as ResNet [75] and DenseNet [83].
For classification we use three blocks, parameterized by (Foo = 128, Fdgc = 128),
(Foo = 128, Fdgc = 256), and (Foo = 256, Fdgc = 512). Before each block a DKNN graph
is dynamically generated. The KNN graph (K = 32) to be searched is generated from
pairwise distances of learned features at each layer, as in DGCNN. However the computed
directions are based on the given neighbors’ relative angles in the original (X, Y, Z) space.
The output of the last DGN block is passed through one more 1× 1 convolution with 1024
filters. The output is then independently max pooled and average pooled along the vertex
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Figure 4.4: DGN convolution block. The architecture for this study is made up of a sequence of
these blocks.
dimension to create a pair of feature vectors which are concatenated. This vector is then
passed into linear layers of dimension: 512-256-C (where C is the number of classes).
For segmentation we use the same three blocks, the same 1024-filter 1 × 1 conv, and
max pool, but we concatenate the max-pooled feature vector with each point feature vector
and pass it into linear layers of dimension: 256-256-128-C.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 DGN Training Details for Classification and Segmentation
For both classification and segmentation, we use Batch Normalization [84] and Leaky Re-
LUs [115] (α = 0.2) after every convolution and the first two fully connected layers. We
use dropout [165] of 0.5 after the first two fully connected layers. We train with stochas-
tic gradient descent with a momentum [168] of 0.9 for 250 epochs with a batch size of
32 for the classification networks and a batch size of 16 for segmentation networks. The
learning rate schedule is a cosine decay from 0.1 to 0.001 [112] (without restarts). We use
Nθ = Nφ = 5 to model 25 total directions for ModelNet40 and ShapeNet segmentation,
and Nθ = Nφ = 3 for ModelNet10. We use a WSL of 0.0001. All classification and
segmentation experiments were performed on a single 32GB V100 except where noted.
4.5.2 Classification on ModelNet
We augment the dataset with random scaling and translation [186] as well as random drop-
ping out of 0− 87.5% of points as in [127]. At test time we evaluate each test sample with
a single model 20 times with different samplings of 1024 points, average the logits, and
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Table 4.5: ModelNet Accuracy (Left) and ShapeNet Segmenation mIoU (Right).
MN40 MN10
>1024 points
DGCNN (2k) [186] 93.5 -
KPConv (6.8k) [173] 92.9 -
Geo-CNN (10k) [98] 93.9 -
SO-Net (5k) [103] 93.4 95.7
PAG (5k) [127] 93.8 -
1024 points
PointNet++ [136] 91.9 -
PointGrid [100] 92.0 -
PCNN [13] 92.3 94.9
PointCNN [104] 92.2 -
Point2Sequence [107] 92.6 95.3
A-CNN [95] 92.6 95.5
SpiderCNN [190] 92.4 -
DGCNN (1k) [186] 92.9 -
PAG (1k) [127] 93.1 -
ShellNet [201] 93.1 -
DensePoint [108] 93.2 96.6
RS-CNN [109] 93.6 -
DGN (Ours) 93.6 95.4
predict the most likely class from this average. This reduces the influence of randomness
from the outcome.
Our results against recent literature are shown in Table 4.5. We achieve state-of-the-
art on ModelNet40 in overall accuracy when comparing against networks that predict on
1024 points. We even outperform some of the networks that make use of more points per
prediction.
In Figure 4.5 we show how changing the amount of weight sharing loss affects the
final outcome. Including the weight sharing loss is consistently better than not having it at
all (λ = 0). However, as λ increases beyond 0.0001 the performance begins to degrade.
Tuning the number of bins Nθ and Nφ, shows that increasing the number of weights can
model the data more precisely, up to a point. The last data point, Nθ = Nφ = 6, required
training on four V100s due to the memory cost of the convolution and preprocessing, as
well as an increase of the K in the K-nearest neighbor to 40 (since K = 32 would not
provide enough neighbors for each weight matrix to potentially have a unique neighbor).
To verify that our introduced weight-sharing loss has the desired effect, we measure the
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Figure 4.5: Tuning λ, keeping Nθ = Nφ = 4.
Figure 4.6: Tuning Nθ/Nφ, keeping λ = 10−4.
Figure 4.7: Pearson ρ correlations between weight matrices.
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of directional weight matrices.
pairwise Pearson coefficient ρ between each weight matrix in the first convolutional layer
as λ increases. To do this, each weight matrix is treated as a vector for the purposes of
correlation. As Figure 4.7 shows, as λ increases the average correlation coefficient between
each pair increases, up to above 0.95 when λ = 0.01.
To verify that our directional convolution is capable of learning directional filters such
as edge filters, we analyze the convolution weights from the first layer. The first directional
convolution in our classification network combines more than three features, so we cannot
directly visualize them as an RGB filter. Instead, we take each weight matrix and treat it
as a dataset of NθNφ vectors of dimension 2F1F2. We use principal component analysis to
reduce 2F1F2 features to three, and plot each weight matrix as a single RGB point in the
(θ, φ) domain in Figure 4.8 above. This is a “representative” filter that is an aggregation of
all filters in the first convolution layer. We stress that these are not lattice filters, but would
map to a sphere as in Figure 3.4b. If we plot the first convolution layer from each of the
weight sharing loss ablations, from left to right, we see a diagonal filter, a vertical sinusoid,
a vertical edge filter, a horizontal edge filter, and another diagonal edge filter. Even when
the weight sharing loss is large (on the right), edge structure remains despite the overall
matrix similarity. Many point cloud networks cannot generate these patterns due to the fact























Table 4.6: ShapeNet Segmentation results.
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4.6 SHREC’15 Classification
We additionally train our classification architecture on SHREC’15 [105] with Nθ = Nφ =
3, λ = 10−4 for 1200 epochs, leaving other parameters from the ModelNet training the
same. We use the exact split from [190] with 895 training samples and 297 test samples.
For data augmentation, we use random point dropout, random rotation along all three axes,
and random noise. We do rotation augmentation because the different poses in the dataset
are rotated in different directions, unlike most of the samples in ModelNet. We do not do
random scaling as in ModelNet because the 50 meshes maintain their proportions in each
pose. The results are shown in Table 4.7.
We believe that rotational augmentation along all three axes leads to the high accuracy.
While this adds a large amount of variation that the network has to learn, it is learning
that variation over what are only 50 unique objects. The DGN filters are sophisticated
enough to learn effective patterns for these 50 objects at any angle, even outperforming the
PointNet++ trained on the rotationally-invariant “Intrinsic” features (2D points along the
surface of the manifold of each mesh). The “DGN 20 (Us)” entry in the table is when we
take 20 random samplings of 1024 points from the mesh, perform DGN prediction on each,
then do voting.
Table 4.7: SHREC’15 Classification Results
Network Accuracy
PointNet++ [190] 94.1
PointNet++ (Intrinsic) [136] 96.1
SpiderCNN [190] 95.8
DGN (Us) 99.7
DGN 20 (Us) 100.0
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4.6.1 Part Segmentation on ShapeNet
Next we evaluate DGN’s ability to perform pointwise prediction on the ShapeNet Segmen-
tation [193] dataset. We use the standard train/test split used in [134]. Additionally, like
other works we supply the one-hot vector representing the general category to the linear
classifier along with the learned features. We train on 2048 points per sample and do not
perform any augmentation beyond picking a random set of 2048 points with each drawn
sample. The results in Table 4.6 are split into networks that use a U-Net structure [145]
and those that do not. U-Net networks include pooling, unpooling, and skip connections
between corresponding pooling and unpooling layers in a symmetric network. Our segmen-
tation network uses only convolutions and thus is compared against other convolution-only
“No U-Net” networks, where it matches the state-of-the-art. This network’s convolution
has an advantage over competing convolutions that do not model direction.
4.7 Discussion
Directional modeling can be a useful tool in computer vision, but it’s somewhat difficult to
make this case with the current benchmarks. Our first evaluation fell short on ModelNet10
due to the variable-size mesh graphs and the graph embed pooling. Once we moved to
point cloud preprocessing and included a graph pooling method, our results dramatically
improved on ModelNet10 and ModelNet40. We still fell short of constrained networks
such as PointNet++ despite having a more sophisticated directional filter. Going forward
we decided to use shallower networks and include regularization to avoid overfitting.
Careful tuning with our weight-sharing loss led to state-of-the-art on ModelNet40 and
SHREC’15, along with competitive results in ShapeNet segmentation. In SHREC’15, the
extra modeling capability of the filters likely did help, as it could learn from aggressive
rotational augmentation and successfully model every possible case. In ModelNet40 how-
ever, our best result is neck and neck with other methods that do not model direction. The
result is respectable, but not a resounding success for directional modeling.
In the next chapter we discuss the application of graph networks to Computational Fluid
Dynamics surrogate modeling. Here the value proposition shall be more obvious. In fact,
DGN was originally developed for CFD modeling to address the shortcomings of existing
graph and point cloud models.
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Chapter 5
Application: Computational Fluid Dynamics
5.1 Motivation
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) algorithms are widely used in the design of auto-
motive, aerospace, electronics, and biomedical systems. Accurate physical simulation of
these systems save time and cost in product development by providing engineers with feed-
back on their designs without building physical prototypes. However, simulations become
computationally expensive as the geometry of the design or the physics being simulated be-
comes more complex. Large simulations can take hours or days to complete. This means
that iterative product development is bottlenecked by simulation speed.
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) offer a potential solution to this speed problem. Tradi-
tional CFD algorithms solve a set of physics equations from scratch every time an unseen
sample is presented. DNNs can learn from a dataset of CFD solutions and generalize to an
unforeseen sample. A single forward pass through the network can provide an approxima-
tion to a solution in seconds instead of hours or days. This solution can allow an engineer to
rapidly try many designs, reserving traditional CFD algorithms for only the most promising
design candidates, accelerating design and driving down development costs.
CNNs initially appear to be a promising class of models for fitting CFD data. Several
works have used them successfully for this purpose [70, 79, 16, 170, 122]. Unfortunately,
there is a significant downside: CNNs assume that the design conforms to a lattice structure
(such as an array of pixels, voxels, or a regular mesh). Most product computer-aided design
models do not conform to this structure. Forcing them to conform would either lead to
quantization errors (by reducing the complexity of the model) or overly dense samples that
accommodate fine features of the design. To precisely represent the design, we would need
to learn a function on the unstructured vertices of the mesh. That is, we would need to learn
a function on a point cloud.
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5.1.1 CFD Surrogate Models with CNNs
Neural networks have been used successfully as surrogate models to provide quick approx-
imations to CFD solver output. Guo et al. [70] trained a CNN on 2D images representing
the signed distance function from random shape boundaries and was able to predict steady-
state flow on out-of-domain automobile designs. Hennigh et al. [79] trained a CNN to
predict fluid flows over time by modeling dynamics in a low dimensional space and de-
coding the frames as images. Baque et al. [16] approximated unstructured meshes as
semiregular rectangular meshes so that they can be processed with CNNs for CFD predic-
tion and shape optimization. Tang et al. [170] fit Poisson’s equation solutions from a finite
difference model solver with a traditional CNN. Nabian and Meidani [122] used a physics-
informed regularization term in their steady-state prediction CNN to enforce physically
correct outputs.
All of these networks use CNNs to fit their data. When CFD problems can be posed
as vertices in a lattice formation, this is a reasonable solution. However most CFD prob-
lems are on unstructured meshes that cannot be packed into a CNN. Since the solutions to
the problems on these meshes lie on irregular vertices, they must be processed by neural
networks designed for point cloud data.
5.2 Dataset
To evaluate our network, we generated a 2D steady-state CFD dataset. The designs being
simulated are binary images of randomly generated primitives (rectangles and ellipses),
rotated randomly and combined into abstract shapes. Then we simulate a wind tunnel
experiment where air flows past the design. Sailfish [85], the CFD solver we used, solves
for velocity (x and y component) and pressure at each pixel using a Lattice Boltzmann
method [29]. The parabolic inlet velocity is 0.1, the viscosity is 0.1, and there is a zero
pressure outlet. The total simulation size is 256×1024, but we crop the image to 256×512
around the center of the design. The pixels that make up the design itself are called the
“boundary” points. The pixels that make up the air around the design are the “interior”
points.
The thirteen input features to the network are: coordinate (x, y, z) where z = 0, a
binary feature that says whether the given coordinate is on the boundary of the object or in
the interior, and nine binary features that tell whether each pixel in a 3 × 3 pixel window
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Figure 5.1: Examples from the dataset. Left: Example primitive. Right: Example vehicle.
around the generated point were boundary points. We treat the 512 × 256 image as a 2D
point cloud by reshaping it into a 131072 × 13 array. Then, we subsample 4096 points
from the point cloud as follows: We deterministically pick a single point from every pixel
that represents the surface of a boundary (e.g. taking the outline of the boundary rather
than taking every point in it). In a small-scale study, we uniformly randomly sample points
from the interior until we reach 4096 points. This subsampling means that the data is no
longer arranged in a lattice, and enables a significant amount of data augmentation from a
fairly small training set. Later, in a large-scale study, we simply pass in the entire 131, 072
points.
The outputs are the velocity (x and y component) and pressure for each interior point.
We predict zeroes on boundary points. The dataset is split into a 3993/500/500 train-
ing/validation/test split. We also generate 12 additional test samples from the 2D vehicle
images in [70] as an additional out-of-domain test set. Figure 5.1 shows an example of
each kind of data.
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Figure 5.2: DGN architeture. Solid lines show the path of the forward pass. Dotted lines show U-
Net [145]-style concatenations across layers with equal numbers of points. N/4 and N/16 means
that the point cloud is pooled to 1/4 or 1/16 of its original size, respectively. Conv(N1,N2,N3)




We train the PointNet++, DGCNN, PointCNN, SpiderCNN, part segmentation networks,
as well as our DGN on the CFD primitive training and validation data. We evaluate on
the held out our test primitives and the 12 cars from [70]. We train each network for 500
epochs with Adam optimization [90], a batch size of 8, and initial learning rate of 10−3, an
exponential decay rate of 0.7, and a step of 25, 000 iterations. The learning rate is clipped
to have a minimum value of 10−4. The final network architecture for DGN is shown in
Figure 5.2. For PointNet++, DGCNN, PointCNN, and SpiderCNN, their architectures are
the open-source implementations. For DGN, each layer except for the last uses ReLU






(c) DGCNN (d) PointCNN (e) Spider-
CNN
(f) DGN θ =
25, K = 32
(g) Point-
Net++
(h) DGCNN (i) PointCNN (j) Spider-
CNN
(k) DGN θ =
25, K = 32
Figure 5.3: Top: Predictions. Bottom: Difference from ground truth.
5.3.2 Overall Results
Primitives Vehicles
Architecture Vx Vy Vnorm P Vx Vy Vnorm P
PointNet++ 124.8% 27.0% 8.54% 50.9% 106.0% 26.2% 9.33% 126.4%
DGCNN 91.5% 33.8% 10.4% 33.8% 96.0% 62.0% 17.7% 148.8%
PointCNN 142.6% 75.9% 16.6% 71.7% 107.2% 133.1% 25.0% 117.7%
SpiderCNN 228.3% 34.5% 10.0% 43.0% 94.8% 37.9% 11.6% 102.6%
DGN Primitives Vehicles
(θ,K) Vx Vy Vnorm P Vx Vy Vnorm P
25, 32 28.9% 8.40% 2.29% 15.8% 17.5% 9.50% 3.48% 46.3%
16, 32 25.5% 10.4% 2.65% 10.5% 30.1% 10.6% 3.90% 57.9%
4, 16 30.0% 14.4% 3.23% 12.6% 55.9% 14.4% 3.84% 26.1%
DGN-DGCNN 73.1% 20.9% 5.70% 27.8% 70.5% 17.0% 8.00% 59.1%
Table 5.1: Overall results on the 2D steady-state CFD dataset, measure in relative error compared
to the generated ground truth.
The score we use to evaluate the networks is the relative error score used in [70]. The
error of an individual point in a point cloud is defined in (5.1). The error of the sample is
the mean point error for all nonboundary points. The error of the entire test set is the mean
of all samples. The error is in comparison to the output of the Sailfish [85] algorithm. The
assumption in this study is that the ground truth is physically true, and error is deviation
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Fi is the number of outputs per point in a given prediction. There are four metrics we
are using to gauge success: Pressure P , Velocity components Vx and Vy, and their norm
Vnorm. There are two outputs in the velocity norm Vnorm (x and y components), and a
single output for pressure P , Vx, and Vy. The value fi is the ground truth and f̂i is the
estimate produced by the network. Note that relative error is sensitive to the magnitude
of the denominator. This means that a denominator on the order of 10−9 can lead to large
errors. What this means in practice is that the pressure Vx, and Vy values will look large
compared to Vnorm, as the denominator is computed from only a single value. The velocity
norm error will look comparatively small, as it is unlikely that both the x and y components
are both zero in a given point.
We present the overall results for the different networks in Table 5.1. We present them
for both the “Primitives” test set and the “Vehicles” test set. For each sample in the test set,
we randomly sample 4096 points 10 times as described in the Dataset section and report
the mean error of all predictions. DGN outperforms the other networks in our study by a
large margin.
We can also compare the results of the different networks qualitatively in Figure 5.3.
The top row shows interpolated images that represent the pointwise velocity and pressure
predictions for an example car in the test set. The bottom row shows difference images
between these predictions and the ground truth. A perfect prediction should be solid green
throughout the sample interior. DGN visually outperforms the other networks, having an
almost perfect velocity prediction and smaller magnitude pressure errors than other net-
works. A common failure in velocity prediction is the shape of the bottom of the velocity
plot, where the air interacts with the top of the car. Pressure error tends to be higher across
the board. This may be because the magnitude of the pressure tends to be lower than the
magnitude of the velocity, which means that a network attempting to minimize the loss may
not give as much weight to incorrect pressure predictions. PointCNN in particular has more
trouble precisely fitting the pressure data, though it outperforms the other baseline networks
in ShapeNet segmentation. The design of PointCNN’s χ-Conv operation may have some
implicit regularization (such as the learned permutation matrix and a permutation-varying
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Figure 5.4: Ablation studies. From left to right: Velocity error as θ is tuned, pressure error as θ is
tuned, velocity error as K is tuned, and pressure errors as K is tuned.
filter) that is useful for not overfitting on a segmentation task, but frustrates precision on
a regression problem. Several plots of other predictions are included in the supplemental
material.
We also compare the speed of DGN to Sailfish [85], a GPU solver. Each ground truth
was generated in two minutes. DGN, running 4096-point batches until all interior points
are predicted, takes 9.32 seconds on average to predict. This is a 32.2× improvement over
a particularly fast solver that operates on a lattice. Solvers on unstructured meshes are often
CPU codes that are slower by orders of magnitude.
5.3.3 Tuning θ and K
The choices for K and θ for the Directional K-Nearest Neighbor graph have an impact
on the performance of the different values being predicted. We measure this impact in the
following two studies.
We trained several DGN networks with the same architecture shown in Figure 5.2,
firstly holding K = 32, while varying the number of directional bins, θ. This has the
effect of learning finer-grained understanding of direction as θ increases. We evaluated
θ = 4, 9, 16, and 25. The results are in the left two plots of Figure 5.4. Increasing θ
improves velocity norm prediction on both the primitives and the cars domains, but does
not appear to offer an advantage to pressure prediction. This may be because velocity,
being a vector, is a directional quantity, whereas pressure is not.
We also trained several DGN networks where we held θ = 4 and varied the number
of nearest neighbors K that we search to create the directional neighbors. Increasing the
number of nearest neighbors improves both velocity and pressure results, but the number
of nearest neighbors should still be fairly small. In the right two plots of Figure 5.4, no
improvement occurs beyond sixteen neighbors.
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5.3.4 Verifying Directional Graph Convolution
One might argue that DGN looks better in Table 5.1 partially because it is a much deeper
network with many more weights than its competition. To verify whether the convolution
itself is useful, we trained another network called “DGN-DGCNN”. It has the same archi-
tecture as DGCNN but with each DGCNN EdgeConv replaced with our Directional Graph
Convolution. Instead of a K-NN graph with 20 neighbors, we use a DKNN graph with
θ = 20 directions and K = 32 neighbors. This means that we use the same number of
neighbors as DGCNN, but learn separate weights for each neighbor. As Table 5.1 shows,
DGN-DGCNN outperforms all of the other baseline networks in every metric, but does
not outperform our final architecture. This means that both the novel convolution and the
increased number of parameters contribute to the final performance.
5.3.5 Group Norm vs Batch Norm
Batch normalization [84] is a popular method of normalizing layer outputs in a neural
network. It prevents vanishing and exploding gradients, reduces the need for careful weight
initialization, and accelerates training. Unfortunately it becomes less effective as batch size
shrinks and is unusable if batch size is very small.
One issue we noticed with both DGCNN and DGN, is that a given training session may
lead to inference time batch norm statistics that generalize poorly, leading to very poor
results. Retraining the same network with a different initialization may make the problem
disappear. The DGCNN results we report are based on an initialization whose batch norm
statistics generalized well. This seems to be an issue only with this pointwise regression
problem and does not appear in DGCNN as a classification or segmentation network.
We found group normalization [187] provides a viable alternative. Since it calculates
statistics based on groups of features, a deep convolutional network can sacrifice batch size
for number of filters and still have strong normalization statistics. None of the DGN net-




Realistic CFD problems can easily reach the order of hundreds of millions of points. The
small-scale study above was performed to compare against state-of-the-art point cloud net-
works, which often focus on point clouds of only a few thousand points.
We also perform a larger-scale study. We use the same dataset as the small-scale study,
but instead of subsampling down to 4096 points we simply interpret the entire image as a
point cloud, leading to 256 × 512 = 131072 points per sample. In this study we focus on
two algorithms: PointNet and Graph-CNN. PointNet is chosen as a baseline because it is
lightweight and efficient even at large scales.
In each of these networks, the number of vertices N is a linear compute and memory
factor in the convolution. The change in scale means that the cost is 131072/4096 = 32
times the cost of the small-scale experiment. What this means in practice is that even a
GPU with a large amount of memory (such as a 32GB V100) cannot handle more than a
single sample. To that end we use eight V100s for every experiment to achieve a batch
size of eight. We use Horovod [153] to distribute the gradient and weights properly among
the eight GPUs. Horovod is a wrapper around neural network libraries that automatically
manages data parallelism between GPUs by averaging gradients from each GPU and dis-
tributing the average gradient during backpropagation.
Another consequence of the large N is that graphs cannot be dynamically generated
trivially within a neural network structure. DGCNN and DGN at the small scale use gener-
ate a KNN graph within the neural network structure by first generating a pairwise distance
table between each vertex for each sample (O(BN2)). Generating a single table of this size
for a single sample would cost 16GB of memory for the 131072-point clouds. Of course
this is not the most efficient method for generating a nearest neighbor graph. One could
generate a kd-tree [21] in O(BFN logN) time [23]. However, we choose not to pursue
the integration of such a sophisticated algorithm into a neural network framework. Instead
we preprocess the kNN graphs and supply them as input into the neural network. In this
case, since the point clouds come from a complete array of pixels, we can solve for a single
graph structure that applies to all samples.
This Graph-CNN also uses ResNet-style [75] blocks. Each block is a 1× 1 convolution
followed by a Graph-CNN convolution. After multiple rounds of this pattern, the input to
the first 1 × 1 convolution is summed with the output of the last Graph-CNN convolution
to create a residual skip connection. When these two tensors differ in size (i.e. there are a
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different number of features per vertex), we zero pad the smaller tensor.
We propose two Graph-CNN networks using this method: One with pooling (P) and one
without pooling (NP) to judge how pooling affects the output on a larger point cloud. Each
network contains 30 blocks, for 60 total convolutional layers. As a comparison, we also
create a PointNet-style network with the same architecture as (NP). The only difference is
that the graph convolutions are replaced with MLPs. Each Graph-CNN uses θ = 16, φ = 1
to model direction.
The network architectures are in Table 5.2. Convolution blocks are defined with (X −
Y )×Z, whereX represents the number of filters in the 1×1 conv, Y represents the number
of filters in the graph convolution, andZ represents the number of times this pair is repeated
before a residual skip connection is made. Pooling is defined as a random reduction in the
current number of points N by a factor X (N /X). Unpooling scatters the current points N
to a zero tensor of size N ∗X .
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 compare the outcomes of training each network n the 130k-point
dataset. We see a similar pattern to Table 5.1 where the PointNet-style network is less ca-
pable than the networks that model direction. However, the error is not as low as the smaller
models. The standard deviations can also be dramatic for individual scalar predictions on
the primitives dataset, which represents much more variety than the vehicles test set. One
might consider that this would be due to overfitting, as there is less variance in using the
entire point cloud in an image compared to using random subsamplings of the point cloud.
However, the learning curves we see do not suggest that the data is being overfit. It may
simply be more difficult to regress 131, 072 predictions at a time to the same level of pre-
cision of 4096 points. There are 32× as many predictions that need to be made. Trying to
make that many predictions with a single network pipeline may be self-regularizing. The
squared error loss heavily punishes outliers, and a single set of weights must improve the
predictions on average for every vertex. For future work, we may take some inspiration
from generative image networks that learn small representations that are then upscaled by
separate networks to learn high frequency detail [88]. Visualizations of the results are in
Figure 5.5.
One of our claims is that using a neural network to predict CFD outcomes could be
significantly faster than using an exact solver. In our small-scale evaluation, we realized a
speed improvement of 32.2× over a CPU solver. When we scale up to larger predictions
however, we do start to see more significant gains. Table 5.5 displays the speedup our
evaluated networks show over an estimate of a CPU-based solver generating the ground
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Operation Argument (P) Argument (NP)
Graph Convolution (32− 64)× 2 (32− 64)× 2
Graph Convolution (32− 64)× 2 (32− 64)× 2
Graph Convolution (32− 128)× 2 (32− 64)× 2
Graph Pool N /8 Not in Network
Graph Convolution (32− 128)× 2 (32− 64)× 2
Graph Convolution (32− 128)× 2 (32− 64)× 2
Graph Convolution (64− 256)× 2 (32− 128)× 2
Graph Pool N /8 Not in Network
Graph Convolution (64− 256)× 2 (32− 128)× 2
Graph Convolution (64− 256)× 2 (32− 128)× 2
Graph Convolution (128− 512)× 2 (32− 128)× 2
Graph Unpool N*8 Not in Network
Graph Convolution (64− 256)× 2 (32− 128)× 2
Graph Convolution (32− 128)× 2 (64− 256)× 2
Graph Convolution (32− 128)× 2 (64− 256)× 2
Graph Unpool N*8 Not in Network
Graph Convolution (32− 128)× 2 (64− 256)× 2
Graph Convolution (32− 64)× 2 (64− 256)× 2
Graph Convolution (32− 64)× 2 (64− 256)× 2
Global Max Pool + Tile + Concat N/A N/A
1× 1 Conv 256 256
1× 1 Conv 256 256
1× 1 Conv 128 128
1× 1 Conv 3 3
Table 5.2: Architectures for Large-Scale Point Cloud CFD.
Primitives
Architecture Vx Vy Vnorm P
PointNet 201.3%± 637.3 73.4%± 281.3 17.9%± 7.70 82.4%± 157.9
GCNN (P) 190.5%± 766.6 71.3%± 244.0 16.9%± 7.02 105.1%± 450.7
GCNN (NP) 192.8%± 1073.4 64.9%± 245.4 15.7%± 6.31 87.2%± 298.4
Table 5.3: Large-Scale CFD Results for primitives, represented by percent error compared to Sail-
fish [85] output ± one standard deviation.
Architecture Vx Vy Vnorm P
PointNet 128.0%± 44.0 80.8%± 85.1 18.1%± 2.71 162.7%± 186.6
GCNN (P) 163.5%± 59.3 54.6%± 16.3 19.4%± 2.84 83.8%± 55.3
GCNN (NP) 132.1%± 41.3 50.1%± 19.7 16.5%± 2.91 107.4%± 118.3
Table 5.4: Large-Scale CFD Results: Vehicles, represented by percent error compared to Sailfish
[85] output ± one standard deviation.
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(a) Ground Truth (b) PointNet-Style (c) Graph-CNN (P) (d) Graph-CNN (NP)
(e) PointNet-Style (f) Graph-CNN (P) (g) Graph-CNN (NP)
Figure 5.5: Top: Predictions. Bottom: Difference from ground truth.
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Network Time/Sample Speedup Time Error HM Vnorm Time Error HM P
DGN (Small-Scale) 9.32s 32.2× 5.07 15.5
PointNet 1.07s 280.4× 2.02 2.12
GCNN (P) 1.40s 214.3× 2.61 2.75
GCNN (NP) 3.21s 93.5× 5.37 6.23
Table 5.5: Time for a network to predict on a sample. Speedup is compared to 5 minutes for a CPU
algorithm to produce the ground truth (according to our collaborators at NVIDIA). Time Error HM
is the harmonic mean of time to predict a given sample and the mean percent error of the given
metric (lower means a network is better overall on the combination of the two metrics).
truth (five minutes). Our PointNet-based network is almost 300× faster, and even the most
expensive Graph-CNN is almost 100× faster. With shallower networks, these gains could
be even more dramatic.
We can also look at the harmonic mean of time and error to judge the tradeoff between
the two. Harmonic mean between time T and error E is defined in (5.2). The motivation
for this metric is similar to that of F1 score. F1 score is a harmonic mean that compares the
tradeoff between precision and recall. In our case, we want the mean to be small. By this
metric, our deep PointNet has the best tradeoff between time and error. While PointNet
does not have the lowest error, it is dramatically faster. The Graph-CNN with pooling is





CFD, being a pointwise regression problem, requires much more precision than other point
cloud learning problems. No individual prediction will be perfectly “correct” unless the
error falls below machine precision. Even for a relatively small dataset, the networks need
more capacity (in term of weights, number of layers, and filter complexity) to precisely fit
the data. This makes CFD an ideal evaluation domain for point cloud networks going for-
ward. To advance deep learning on point clouds, the field needs tasks that are challenging to
fit without overfitting. Baseline networks in the literature were not able to effectively fit the
data even in the small-scale study because they were tuned for computer vision benchmarks
that are easy to overfit.
The motivation for this study, besides inventing a supervised learning problem on point
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clouds that was difficult to overfit, was to accelerate CFD simulations by trading accuracy
for time. The results presented in this chapter are preliminary and not ready for use in a
realistic CFD workflow. The two limitations are scale and accuracy.
Realistic CFD problems can reach hundreds of millions of vertices. Our large-scaled
study simulated 230k at a time. At that scale it is unreasonable for the largest GPUs of
today to hold an entire network. With the algorithms we have developed we would need
435 V100s to hold a one hundred million point sample and all of the tensors the network
generates from that sample. Alternatively, we would need to develop a method to process
435 chunks separately while simultaneously holding some global context of the entire sam-
ple in each chunk. Of course, lowering the computational complexity of the convolution
would help mitigate (but not completely solve) this problem.
With regards to accuracy, an appropriate question to ask is “how accurate is accurate
enough?” We began this work with the assumption that less-than-perfect accuracy is suf-
ficient if the result is given orders of magnitude more quickly. A thorough, quantifiable
answer to this question is outside the scope of this dissertation. We can, however, give a
qualitative answer. The result of the simulation should not significantly change the con-
clusions an engineer could draw from the simulation. Since the goal is for an engineer to
evaluate how a given change in the design affects its performance, the high-level features
of the flow should reflect reality. For example, in Figure 5.5, the pressure predictions are
different enough from the ground truth to be misleading to an engineer about how the de-
sign affected the fluid flow. On the other hand, the velocity predictions in Figure 5.3 are
visually near identical to the ground truth even though some networks have more or less
error. Future work could explore optimizing for perceptual similarity to the ground truth
instead of per-prediction squared error.
5.6 Acknowledgements
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Application: ATLAS Detector Analysis
6.1 Background
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [53] was created to experimentally evaluate hypothe-
ses in particle physics. One of its major contributions was to help validate the “Standard
Model” [89], which describes a catalogue of subatomic particles and their behavior. The
LHC famously provided evidence for the Higgs Boson particle that was predicted by the
Standard Model but as of yet unobserved [1]. One of the challenges of LHC experiments is
that the desired particles cannot be observed directly. Instead, particles must be collided at
high speed, causing an explosion of particles that can be observed. To verify hypotheses,
one must attempt to reconstruct the physics of the collision from the observed aftermath.
An important part of reconstruction is attempting to fit discrete “jets” that describe the
data. A jet is a shower of particles that flies out from a collision. There may be many such
jets in a given collision and due to noise it may be difficult to decide where the discrete jets
are in a given measurement. Iterative algorithms have been proposed based on greedy cone
fitting [27, 22, 164] or clustering [25]. Similar to our work in CFD, a neural network could
be trained to provide approximate solutions in a single forward pass. In this preliminary
study, we tackle a subset of this problem by identifying measurements that are likely to
contain jets and electrons. By segmenting a measurement into foreground and background
points, we can reduce the time it takes a cone fitting or clustering algorithm to complete by
telling it to ignore irrelevant points.
Our study focuses on one of the four LHC detectors: The ATLAS detector [32]. Shown
in Figure 6.1, it is made up of multiple sub-detector modules. The finely granulated tracking
detectors are the inner-most, starting in the center and moving outward, the Pixel detector,
Semiconductor tracker (SCT), and Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT). The Electromag-
netic (EM) Calorimeter wraps the inner tracker and the Hadronic (HAD) Calorimeter wraps
EM calorimeter. The outer-most detector is the Muon detector.
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Figure 6.1: ATLAS detector hardware [32].
The Pixel detector contains about 80 million channels, the SCT about 6 million chan-
nels, and the calorimeters approximately 200 thousand channels. The sensors are arranged
roughly as a multilayer cylinder, but cannot be posed as a lattice. The occupancy of the
typical event in this dataset is less than 50,000 points. What this means is that the data is
large, sparse, and unstructured.
Identifying and localizing physics objects, like jets and leptons, is an integral piece of
reconstructing data from the ATLAS detector [32]. Current algorithms have been developed
and honed over the last two decades leading to very high precision particle identification [2,
82, 10]. These algorithms perform a step-wise reduction and refinement transforming raw
detector signals to energy clusters and particle tracks and eventually arriving at a list of
final outputs that describe the state of each particle.
The application of machine learning techniques to particle physics detector data is a
very active field of research. [37, 14] are examples of the many studies of training CNNs
using calorimeter data, formatted as 2D images arranged in (η, φ), to perform jet classifi-
cation. One work that applies graph neural networks to High Energy Physics data is the
work of Qasim et al [133]. The authors propose two networks for a calorimeter regression
problem, GravNet and GarNet. GarNet generates “hidden” point clouds from multilayer
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perceptron functions on the original points, then learns functions on a bipartite graph be-
tween the two clouds, then reduces back into a single cloud. GravNet network is similar to
DGCNN in that it dynamically generates K nearest neighbor graphs on the features, but it
also weights the combined neighbors by distance.
We will approach this as a point-cloud semantic-segmentation problem. Using simu-
lated Z → e+e−+2−jets events in the ATLAS detector, we want to classify each individual
sensor (point) as belonging to a jet, electron, or neither.
6.1.1 Dataset
The dataset produced uses the processes Z → e+e−+2−jets and ZZ → e+e−e+e− as gen-
erated with MadGraph [7], Pythia [162] and ATLAS Geant4 [6] detector simulation thanks
to Argonne National Laboratory. Each event contains all non-zero pixels from these detec-
tors including their physical position and the calibrated energy deposited in a calorimeter
pixel or the number of hits in a tracking pixel.
For each pixel, a unique identify number (id) is assigned. Their position in [x, y, z]
and [r, η, φ] 1 are extracted from the Run 2 ATLAS detector geometry. The signal value of
each pixel is taken from the time over threshold (ToT) for the Pixel detector, the digitized
total number of hits for the SCT, and the digitized energy deposition for the HAD/EM
calorimeters.
Truth object labels for each pixel are derived using generated leptons, jets, and tracks.
The true leptons are the generated lepton particles from the decay process. The true jets
are the truth matched reconstructed jets labeled using the ATLAS flavor tagging labeling
scheme [11] with an overlap removal applied to suppress the reconstructed jets caused by
electrons. The truth tracks are stable tracks from decay process with visible trajectory in
the detector.
To create truth labels for detector pixels we use a simple procedure to decide whether a
pixel belongs to a jet or electron. If a pixel is within a configurable ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2
region of the object, we label the pixel with that object’s particle id. For leptons ∆R < 0.2
is used, while for jets from b, c or light quarks ∆R < 0.4 is used.
For this physics process, without pile-up included, on average roughly 3000 channels
1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point in the centre of the
detector and the z-axis along the beampipe. The azimuthal angle φ is measured with respect to the x-axis, which points
towards the centre of the LHC ring. The y-axis points up. The pseudorapidity η is defined in terms of the polar angle θ
as η = − ln tan θ/2. The transverse momentum pT is defined as pT = p sin θ.
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contain nonzero data of the possible 86.2 million channels, but extreme events contain
up to 25, 000 nonzero channels. We produced 119, 541 events. The dataset contains 330
million pixels in total, 30% are points labeled as jets, 7% are labeled as electrons, and the
remaining are background. The dataset is represented as a point cloud with each sensor
represented by its position, (X, Y, Z), the coordinates in (η, φ, r) spherical coordiantes, the
sensor response, and the class label. Sensors with zero reading are omitted to reduce the
storage footprint.
The ATLAS collaboration is releasing the dataset described here to encourage cross-
domain research. The first study motivating this effort will be described below. It aims to
understand if machine learning methods applied to point cloud data can be effectively used
to identify final states in the low-level ATLAS detector data.
6.2 Training with Bias
If the loss was unweighted cross-entropy loss, most of the effort of the learning would go
into accurately predicting background points at the expense of the other classes. To that
end, we take inspiration from [163] and enforce a balanced learning problem.
Typically, in a classification problem, where the entire sample represents a single class,
unbalanced classes can be addressed by sampling rarer classes more often such that on
average the batches of data being passed into the network during training are balanced. In a
segmentation problem, we are unable to change the balance of classes in a sample without
changing the sample itself.
However, we can choose to not calculate loss on every point in the sample. For every
sample, we count up the number of ground truth labels for every class present in that sam-
ple. For example, say there areNe electron points,Nj jet points, andNbg background points
in a given point cloud. In this example, let us say that Ne < Nj < Nbg. We will pass this
entire point cloud through the network and predict on every point. When we compute loss,
we will randomly mask out the pointwise loss of some of the jet and background points
such that the number of points accounted for in the loss are 3Ne (Ne electron points, Ne jet
points, and Ne background points). Figure 6.2 illustrates this method. The left figure rep-
resents the entire ground truth, and the right represents one possible random subsampling
such that each class is equally represented.
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Figure 6.2: During training points are randomly masked from the loss such that all ground truth
classes in a sample are equally likely. The network still has to make a prediction on every point but
will not be encouraged to be biased toward the most common class.
6.3 Training Parameters
We train our network on four baseline networks (PointNet++, DGCNN, GravNet, and Gar-
Net) for comparison. The baseline networks are identical to their open-source implemen-
tations, with one exception: DGCNN uses preprocessed KNN adjacency matrices instead
of dynamically generated matrices to save GPU memory. We train all networks on our
training data for 60 epochs with Adam [90] with an initial learning rate of 0.001 and an
exponential decay parameter of 0.7 applied every 200, 000 iterations.
Our network architecture is in Figure 6.3. Each graph convolution (and linear layer)
is followed by group normalization [187] and a ReLU activation. We choose not to have
any pooling because we found the network is better able to fit the data without this regular-
ization. We do not use dropout or weight decay. The consequence of concatenating at the
end of every block is that every feature at the beginning of a block will be reused in every
subsequent block, leading to an accumulation of features across the network.
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Figure 6.3: Architecture of Graph-CNN used in this application.
6.4 Results
We evaluate our networks on the two tasks available in our dataset: object segmentation and
track detection. Both are pointwise classification tasks. The standard metric for evaluation
these tasks is mean Intersection over Union (mIoU). For a single class prediction, the IoU
is as in (6.1).
IoUc =
∑N
n=0 1[yn = c & ŷ = c]∑N
n=0 1[yn = c or ŷ = c]
(6.1)
1 is the indicator function. The mean IoU is the average of all the individual class IoUs.
Maximizing this score requires both precision and recall to be high.
Overall mIoU Jet mIoU Electron mIoU Background mIoU
PointNet++ 0.767 0.834 0.586 0.883
GravNet 0.644 0.766 0.374 0.792
GarNet 0.441 0.501 0.136 0.687
DGCNN 0.827 0.882 0.689 0.909
Graph-CNN 0.859 0.895 0.742 0.939
Table 6.1: Object segmentation scores for all baseline networks.
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6.4.1 Results
Table 6.1 shows the overall results for the five networks. Graph-CNN outperforms all the
other networks under evaluation, achieving a 3.87% higher mIoU than DGCNN in these
trials. GravNet and GarNet performance was unexpectedly lower, given that they were
tuned for a High Energy Physics application.
If we look at the t-SNE plots [176] in Figure 6.4 that plot a subset of the individual fea-
ture vectors for each point, we see that Graph-CNN, DGCNN, and PointNet++ separate the
three classes (jet, electron, background) fairly well in feature space. GravNet and GarNet
out of the box seem to be able to tell apart jets and electrons from one another. However,
they frequently confuse the background class with nonbackground classes, and vice versa.
This suggests that GravNet and GarNet are not able to precisely predict the shape of jets
and electrons and instead predict a rough impression.
One noticeable difference between our other baselines and GravNet/GarNet is that they
do not have global feature vectors at the classifier. PointNet++ pools its point clouds multi-
ple times down to a single point feature vector which represents global information before
“unpooling” back to the original point cloud. DGCNN, after all of its convolutions, per-
forms max pooling on the point cloud down to a single feature vector, and concatenates
this global feature vector to each of the individual point feature vectors. Conceptually,
having global features in addition to local features when training the classifier at the end
gives it context beyond the local neighborhoods. Without it, there is a risk that the classifier
attempts to learn how to predict for an “average” sample with the given local features.
One other difference between GravNet/GarNet and the other baselines is that the other
baselines use ReLU activations instead of tanh. ReLU activation is simply max(0, x) per
element, and has been found to lead to faster training than tanh [97]. One issue with tanh
is that it can saturate an output on for both large positive and negative values, which can
reduce learning over time. ReLU only saturates for negative values.
We also hypothesize that the structure of GarNet’s convolution, where a hidden point
cloud is generated and associated with the real point cloud, is too much indirection for the
network to learn effectively. We believe that the same network, with a simple PointNet++-
style multilayer perceptron per point, would be much more effective.
To see if these simple changes could lead to large improvements in results for GravNet
and GarNet, we implemented them and evaluated the modified networks for 10 epochs. We
generated variations of GravNet with the following incremental changes:
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Overall mIoU Jet mIoU Electron mIoU Background mIoU
GravNet 0.644 0.766 0.374 0.792
+ ReLU 0.868 0.888 0.781 0.937
+ GFV 0.861 0.880 0.772 0.931
GarNet 0.441 0.501 0.136 0.687
+ ReLU 0.476 0.467 0.226 0.736
- Bipartite 0.596 0.686 0.322 0.779
+ GFV 0.638 0.757 0.380 0.776
Table 6.2: GravNet/GarNet results compared with improvements.
(a) PointNet++ (b) DGCNN (c) Graph-CNN (d) GravNet (e) GarNet
Figure 6.4: t-SNE [176] plots of individual vertices, from feature vectors collected at the second-last
fully connected layer. Red points are jets, green points are electrons, and blue points are background.
Graph-CNN is better able to separate the classes than the baseline networks.
• Replace all tanh activations with ReLU
• Create a global feature vector from the last feature vector before the fully-connected
layers, and concatenate it to each pointwise feature vector (GFV).
We also created a GarNet with the same changes, but in addition we removed the hidden
point cloud concept and simply learn multilayer perceptrons on the points with the same
number of filters. We otherwise keep the architectures and learning schedules the same.
The results of these modified networks are in Table 6.2. GarNet’s modifications im-
prove mIoU by 49%, making it comparable to an unmodified GravNet. Our GravNet++
improvements lead to a 34.8% improvement over the vanilla, achieving state-of-the-art
over Graph-CNN by a margin of 1.05%. The fact that the global feature vector does not
lead to an improvement in GravNet may be due to the fact that it does concatenate a global
feature vector at the beginning of each GravNet convolution block. GarNet, on the other
hand, only creates a global feature vector from the input features before any transforma-
tions occur. The fact that GravNet has such a dramatic improvement only from changing
tanh activations to ReLUs suggest that the network was saturating outputs very easily with
tanh.
These new results present a new difficulty. Before tuning GravNet, we could simply
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argue that the combination of directional filters and increased network capacity led to su-
perior results over the other benchmarks. Now that the modified GravNet has a slight edge,
this puts the value of directional filters in doubt. While we unfortunately do not have any
modifications within this dissertation that allow Graph-CNN to pull ahead, we have some
avenues to be pursued for very near future work.
First, we can attempt to eliminate differences between our Graph-CNN and GravNet.
One small difference between GravNet and Graph-CNN is that GravNet weights edges by
distance. We thus far have chosen not to make use of non-binary edge weights in this work
(though it would be trivial to add). Another is that GravNet makes use of dynamic graphs
just like DGCNN. This also could be done in our Graph-CNN, though in our case the
graphs were precomputed to save the O(N2F ) distance matrix calculation cost per graph.
Second, we can look more closely at the problem itself. A jet or electron can travel at
any angle from the center of the detector, which means that rotational augmentation around
the cylinder could be a useful tool to model possibilities that do not exist explicitly in
the dataset. Rotational augmentation would not be a perfect proxy for reality, as the sparse
placement of sensors means that some augmented samples would technically be impossible
to observe in real life. However it may still be useful to fill in gaps. One objection may
be that the application of rotational augmentation would be less appropriate than the use
of an isotropic convolution such as that used by GravNet. This would mean the network
is not sensitive to the binning of direction. We showed in Section 4.6 with the SHREC’15
results that our directional networks, with sufficient capacity, can learn all the variation
from multiple axes of rotation and by doing so outperform networks that are less sensitive
to direction, even outperforming a PointNet++ that learned on 2D “intrinsic” manifold
features that are rotation invariant.
6.5 Discussion
Using a point cloud segmentation network for physics object localization is not a turnkey
solution. The network makes predictions per point, but does not actually predict discrete
physics objects. That said, this network could still be valuable in a physics localization
pipeline by narrowing the search space of a cone-fitting algorithm such as SISCone [164],
which has a computational complexity of O(N2 logN). Since only 37% of the nonzero
sensors in our data represent electron or jet particles, such a network could theoretically
cut out 63% of the sample from evaluation by SISCone. This means that the O(N2) cost
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could theoretically be reduced to O(0.37N)2 = O(0.137N2). While this is not a change in
computational complexity, it is a large constant improvement in efficiency.
A natural extension for future work is add a module to the network for instance seg-
mentation. Previous studies have shown that this is feasible for point clouds in traditional
computer vision problems [185, 195, 191]. The significance of performing instance seg-
mentation is that it would replace the cone fitting/clustering algorithms entirely by making
a prediction on the number and location of individual jets in a single forward pass.
6.6 Acknowledgements
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Graph and point cloud networks are an exciting topic of research because they hold the
possibility of achieving the same strong results that Convolutional Neural Networks have
achieved on images, but on other modalities. The issue is that neural networks are data
hungry algorithms, and labeled datasets for these modalities are smaller than many image
and video datasets. As a result, the neural networks that are designed to perform well on
these datasets are ones that feature heavy regularization that does not exist in traditional
Convolutional Networks. For example, PointNet restricts convolutions to 1 × 1 convolu-
tions, and many graph network apply the same weight matrices to every neighbor. For an
image network these would seem like overly harsh restrictions on the structure of the filters,
but for point cloud networks these designs lead to strong results on small datasets.
What is effective for the problems of today, however, may not be as useful for the
problems of tomorrow. We showed with an artificially generated jigsaw puzzle dataset that
these restricted networks quickly become incapable of fitting the task once it surpasses a
certain amount of complexity. We also showed with a toy point cloud dataset that these
kinds of networks can average away useful details, making it more difficult to tell classes
apart.
To address these limitations, we propose two graph neural network models. The first,
Graph-CNN, is an extension of traditional graph neural network literature. Direction is
modeled by partitioning the graph adjacency such that each partition represents a single
direction. Each partition has its own separate weight matrix, similar to how each neighbor
in a CNN has a separate weight matrix. This model depends on multiplication with an ad-
jacency matrix, and thus in practice requires software support for batches of sparse matrix
multiplications. Mainstream neural network libraries do not support such batches of sparse
multiplications, but we reformulated the operation as a single 2D multiplication to take
advantage of library support. As an alternative, we proposed an alternative network called
Directional Graph Network (DGN) that can be implemented purely with dense tensors,
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though it requires some additional restrictions on how the graph can be formulated.
We cannot for now avoid the fact that computer vision benchmarks are the primary
method for comparing point cloud networks. Our initial results were not strong compared
to the rest of the literature due to overfitting. However, we were able to achieve results more
comparable with the state of the art by combining our directional graph networks with a
novel weight-sharing loss that allowed us to smoothly transition between the strictly shared
weights of traditional graph networks and the comparative freedom of our DGN network.
When we do that we achieve state of the art on ModelNet40 and SHREC’15, and achieve
competitive results on ShapeNet segmentation.
We then went on to propose two challenging problems that would make use of the
extra modeling capability of directional graph networks. The first is computational fluid
dynamics surrogate modeling. Given a point cloud that represents a geometry, the network
must predict the output of a computational fluid dynamics simulation on the geometry, such
as a simulated wind tunnel. This is a challenging problem as the neural network must learn
complicated physics from examples. It is also a problem that benefits from extra network
capacity as it is a pointwise regression problem. In classification and segmentation, at some
point more precisely fitting a one-hot distribution does not lead to increases in accuracy.
However, with regression, error will exist in the predictions until the difference between the
prediction and ground truth falls below machine precision. We evaluated our DGN network
as well as several other point cloud networks in the literature on a toy 2D point cloud CFD
task and find our network vastly outperforms the others. Directional Graph Convolution
outperforms other convolutions even when we do not have a deeper network with more
filters. We also scaled up a 60-layer Graph-CNN network to make 2D CFD predictions
on 130,072 points at a time and find that it makes accurate predictions thousands of times
faster than a traditional CFD solver.
Finally, we applied directional graph networks to the segmentation of electrons and jets
in the ATLAS detector. The ATLAS detector is a sensory array with over one hundred
million sensors. Each sensor is interpreted as a point cloud and the network is tasked with
classifying each point as signaling an electron, jet, or background noise. This task is chal-
lenging because the point clouds involved are not only large, but biased (as electrons and
jets are comparatively rare classes per-point). We used the Graph-CNN convolution in a
deep, 60-layer network to make precise segmentation predictions that outperform Point-
Net++ and DGCNN baselines by a large margin. Graph-CNN also outperforms GravNet
and GarNet, two graph neural networks designed specifically for High-Energy Physics
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pointwise prediction but that also do not model direction. The network not only outper-
forms the other networks on mean Intersection over Union, but on traditional jet tagging
metrics of efficiency, misidentification rate, and fake identification rate.
ATLAS detector segmentation and CFD surrogate modeling are interesting, impactful
problems, but they also show that problems that are beyond the capability of current point
cloud networks are not difficult to find once one looks outside of standard computer vision
benchmarks. For point cloud networks to be useful in wider scientific and engineering
applications, we need to be tuning them on these more difficult problems.
7.1 Future Work
7.1.1 Graph Algorithms Development
Future work exists both on the development of algorithms for effective graph networks and
in the application domains we’ve outlined in this dissertation. One of the downsides of
many graph neural network approaches is a larger computational and memory cost com-
pared to traditional image network approaches. This is due to the fact that image con-
volutions have an implicit structure that does not need to be computed or stored. Graph
networks have two additional costs:
1. Memory cost of storing the graph structure
2. Extra computation to convolve on the irregular graph structure
Both costs can be considerable, depending on the formulation. Both DGN and Graph-
CNN have an extra factor K of memory cost due to the fact that they must store each
weight matrix transformation separately. This could be alleviated with an efficient CUDA
implementation, though the challenge for developing such an implementation is that one
cannot exploit locality effectively with a naive graph structure. Vertices that are close to
one another in a vertex tensor may not be close in the abstract graph structure. This may
mean that further research into the development of canonical orderings may be required
even with the existence of permutation-invariant graph convolutions. Such an ordering
could optimize for a structure that allows for efficient caching of memory in a parallel
graph convolution.
Another avenue for optimization is the generation of graph structures on-the-fly. Sev-
eral graph networks, including ours, generate graphs on the GPU by generating pairwise
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distances (at O(N2) cost) between every vertex. This obviously does not scale to large N .
One could generate these graphs using KD trees, but the cost as the number of features
becomes large eventually removes the benefit of the data structure [68]. Perhaps some sta-
tistical methods of generating graphs could be developed that require fewer comparisons at
the expense of generating noisier neighborhoods.
Each of the application domains we discussed in this dissertation also contain numerous
tasks that build on this work.
7.1.2 Applications
Point Cloud Vision
An important topic for point cloud analysis is the development of methods for large-scale
point cloud processing. Many point cloud networks only operate on a few thousand points
per sample, which is much fewer pixels than the average image network. Realistic point
clouds can easily reach millions of points. Fortunately several benchmark datasets (for
segmentation) containing very large point clouds already exist [9, 35, 71, 147, 154]. While
many networks that predict on these datasets break down the point clouds into manage-
able chunks (at the expense of receptive field), a few methods have attempted large-scale
segmentation [110, 99, 146].
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Work on neural network-based surrogate models has just begun. While our directional
graph networks were able to fit our single toy dataset better than all other competing net-
works, even our deepest networks had trouble fitting the data beyond a certain amount
of precision. The issue does not appear to be overfitting, as even the training data is not
perfectly fit. Moreover, as the size of the point clouds scale, the difficulty in predicting
precise solutions increases. New training schedules or network architectures will need to
be developed to avoid reaching local minima before this complex data is precisely fit.
Scale matters for CFD, as many realistic problems can be on the order of over 100
million vertices. As mentioned above, computer vision researchers are attacking the scale
problem on some segmentation datasets, so those results should be directly applicable.
Our CFD work focused on treating CFD as a supervised learning problem, which means
the quality of the predictions are tied to the quality of the dataset. However, this is not the
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only way to approach this problem. An alternative approach is to make the partial differ-
ential equations the loss function [140, 141, 139, 142]. The advantage of this approach is
that the network will seek to match the physics equations explicitly, rather than trying to
infer them. So far these works explicitly encode the loss function, but use multilayer per-
ceptrons that are independent per-point. A graph convolution operation combined with this
loss could learn much more sophisticated patterns that take into account neighborhoods of
vertices. Another shortcoming of these works is that they tend to use the neural network
structure as a one-off solver for a single mesh, rather than a general purpose solution for
the equations. This takes a long time to train for something that does not generalize. One
may also be able to combine these components with an Autodecoder structure proposed
in DeepSDF [128]. The Autodecoder combines an MLP designed to make per-point pre-
dictions with a learnable code vector that is part of the input features. The code vector
represents a single shape in a database. by learning a codebook of such vectors, one can
learn a continuous parameter space of objects. A Graph-CNN Autodecoder with these PDE
losses could then solve for a space of shapes rather than a single one.
High Energy Physics Analysis
This dissertation proposed an effective segmentation network for segmenting electron and
jets. However, ultimately the goal is for a neural network to detect discrete objects rather
than marking individual sensors. A straightforward extension of this work would be to
develop an instance segmentation algorithm. The instance labels already exist in the devel-
oped dataset. Some initial instance segmentation algorithms on point clouds already exist
[185, 195, 191].
To make such a system useful in practice, however, the neural network needs to run
quickly. Argonne National Laboratory is working to develop efficient graph neural network
implementations that can run on supercomputer setups, and a hardware implementation will
be required to perform predictions in real time at the actual ATLAS detector.
There are other physics objects to detect besides jets and electrons. Additionally, jets
an be broken down into subcategories, all of which can be learned from simulated data.
Finally, these networks that have been trained on simulated data will have to be evaluated




With the arrival of more challenging point cloud problems, we can develop more sophisti-
cated graph filters. However, at some point the development of novel operations will slow
down as researchers realize that the limiting factor of graph neural networks is no longer
the structure of the filters, but the depth and complexity of the network. At this point, the
field of graph and point cloud convolutions should converge with the mainstream of deep
neural network development. Graph convolutions and pooling will be standardized with
efficient GPU codes in neural network frameworks. The computational complexity over
and above standard CNNs outlined in this dissertation will mostly disappear, as they are
a symptom of implementing the codes as compositions of standard neural network oper-
ations. We hope that this dissertation will have the effect of jumpstarting this process by
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X2 = [0,1,5;-1,0,4;0,0,3;1,0,2;0, -1, 1];
W = sym('W', [F F2]);
%assume(W,'real')

























[row,col] = ind2sub(size(X1direction),find(X1direction == i))
;
As1{i} = full(sparse(row,col,ones(size(row)),N,N));





















Vout1 = Vout1 + As1{i}*X1*Ws{i};
Vout2 = Vout2 + As2{i}*X2*Ws{i};
end
graphcnn1 = mean(Vout1,1)
graphcnn2 = mean(Vout2,1)
